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Abstract
The use of hand gestures has been reported to have mixed effects on novel pronunciation learning.
While studies on pitch gestures (e.g., gestures mimicking pitch movements) have shown positive
effects in learning lexical tones (e.g., Morett & Chang, 2015; Baills, Suárez-González,
González-Fuente, & Prieto, 2019) and nuclear intonation configuration (e.g., Yuan, González-Fuente,
Baills, & Prieto, 2019), contradictory effects have been found for other gestures. For example, some
studies revealed limited effects of hand gestures in the learning novel durational contrasts (Hirata &
Kelly, 2010; Hirata, Kelly, Huang, & Manansala, 2014; Kelly, Baily, & Hirata, 2014; Kelly, Hirata,
Manansala, & Huang, 2017). In the context of language teaching, educators use various gestures for
pronunciation teaching (e.g., Rusiewicz & Rivera, 2017; Amand & Touhami, 2018; see Roberge et al.,
1996; Smotrova, 2017 for a summary). For this reason, we believe that more empirical evidence is
needed to support the beneficial effects of visuospatial hand gestures at different proficiency levels.
The main goal of this thesis is to further investigate the potential benefits of visuospatial hand
gestures encoding both prosodic and articulatory features in novel pronunciation acquisition at
different levels of proficiency. A total of three multimodal training studies will be carried out. Study 1
will investigate whether visuospatial hand gestures encoding vowel length contrasts enhance Catalan
speakers’ perceptual and productive abilities of Japanese durational contrasts. Study 2 will empirically
assess whether visuospatial hand gestures cueing aspiration features help Catalan speakers to better
perceive and produce Chinese consonants contrasting in aspiration. Study 3 will explore the potential
benefits of using visuospatial hand gestures mimicking the phrasal prosodic features of French for
improving the pronunciation of L2 elementary learners of French. Crucially, this study will also test
whether suprasegmental training with prosodic prominence benefits the learning of novel segments.
All in all, the results will potentially expand our knowledge on the potential benefits of
visuospatial hand gestures encoding prosodic and segmental features for novel pronunciation learning.
Key words: Gestures, durational gestures, pitch gestures, prosodic gestures, embodied cognition,
multimodal approach, pronunciation, second language acquisition
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Object of analysis
This PhD thesis will empirically assess the potential benefits of visuospatial hand gestures
encoding novel pronunciation properties in the context of a multimodal approach to L2 learning. Given
that recent studies have proven that observing or producing a set of hand gestures favors the learning of
novel pitch features (e.g., Baills et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2019), speech prominence (e.g., Gluhareva &
Prieto, 2017) and word stress (e.g., Ghaemi & Rafi, 2018), we hypothesize that observing and
producing gestures showing other features, especially, vowel length, aspiration of consonants and
pitch properties may also be beneficial.
The thesis will consist of three empirical studies. The first study will assess whether the use of
visuospatial hand gestures mimicking durational properties help Catalan speakers without any
knowledge of Japanese discriminate and imitate a set of words containing Japanese vowel length
minimal pair contrasts. The second study will assess whether the use of visuospatial hand gestures
mimicking articulatory properties such as the burst period in plosives and affricates will help Catalan
speakers without any knowledge of Mandarin Chinese to perceive and to produce a set of consonantal
aspiration contrasts in this language. The third study will evaluate the effects of visuospatial hand
gestures mimicking the phrasal pitch, and durational properties will help Catalan elementary learners
of French to learn the prosodic patterns in this language and will facilitate their pronunciation of
segmental contrasts as well. We hope that our research results can contribute to enlarging the body of
evidence in favor of using multimodal input in the learning of pronunciation.

1.2 Literature review
1.2.1 Visual input in language learning
People process and perceive language information (phonetic, lexical and syntactic) in a
multimodal fashion, that is, in daily conversations speakers are faced with visual information (e.g., the
interlocutor's movements of the mouth, facial expressions, as well as body and hand movements). It
has been noted that not only hearing people, but also people with auditory impairment benefit from
2
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multimodal input for language learning. (for a review, see Fort & Sebastian-Gallés, 2018). Besides,
This may be explained by the belief that speech and gesture are integrated systems (McNeill, 1992).
Recent work in the field of L2 pronunciation learning has demonstrated that seeing the speaker
rather than auditory-only input helps in the acquisition of L2 phoneme contrasts (Hardison, 2003;
Hazan, Sennema, Iba, & Faulkner, 2005; Hazan, Sennema, Faulkner, Ortega-Llebaria, Iba, & Chung,
2005, 2006; Wang, Behne, & Jiang, 2008). Hardison (2003) found that training type (auditory-only vs.
audio-visual), talker’s face and voice, vowel and word position significantly influenced the
identification of English /l/ and /ɹ/ for L1 Japanese and Korean learners. Notably, training with
audio-visual stimuli led to a more significant improvement than with audio-only stimuli, suggesting
the importance of audio-visual input in L2 pronunciation learning. Later, Hazan and colleagues (2005,
2006) provided evidence of audio-visual benefits in the perception of labial/ labiodental consonant
(/v/-/b/-/p/ in Hazan et al., 2005; /p/-/f/ and /b/-/v/ in Hazan et al., 2006) contrasts by L1 Spanish and
Japanese learners of English. Finally, Wang et al. (2008) found that although audio-visual training, in
general, revealed the best results, longer exposure to the L2 (English in this case) had positive effects
on learners’ performance of L2 perception.
In a parallel fashion, visual cues and visual feedback have been proven beneficial in intonational
learning (de Bot, 1983; Weltens & de Bot, 1984a, b; Olson, 2014). For example, de Bot (1983) and
Weltens and de Bot (1983, 1984) conducted a series of experiments to assess the effects of visual
feedback on the learning of intonation. According to de Bot (1983), participants presented with the
visualization of the pitch tracks of their own utterances improved their speech in terms of the accuracy
of intonational patterns and this improvement remained was the same regardless of the duration of
practice (in their case, 45min vs. 90 min). Weltens and de Bot (1984a) demonstrated that the timing of
providing such visual feedback (spontaneous, 250 ms after the beginning of the participants’ imitation,
or right after the end of participants’ imitation) did not affect the actual improvement. Later, Weltens
and de Bot (1984b) also checked for the potential influence of learners’ L2, L2 proficiency, and age on
the effects of visual feedback. However, the results revealed that participants receiving audio-visual
feedback outperformed those receiving audio-only feedback in terms of speech improvement,
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regardless of their L2, L2 proficiency or age. This finding strongly supported the effects of visual
feedback via pitch tracks in the learning of L2 intonation.
Apart from the learning of intonation, the learning of segmental production aided by visual cues
has also been investigated by a number of researchers. For instance, in a classroom setting, Olson
(2014) trained L1 English students to learn the pronunciation of Spanish intervocalic approximants [β],
[ð] and [ ɣ ], which are considered often mispronounced by English speakers. He divided the
participants into two groups: (a) control group, where they were instructed in a traditional classroom
setting and (b) experimental group, where they were instructed to visualize their pronunciation of
isolated words and sentences through a “picture” (waveform and spectrogram) in PRAAT. The
visualization of their pronunciation served as the feedback for students to visually compare their
pronunciation to the native one and to notice how well they pronounced the target phonemes. The
results revealed that students receiving visual feedback had significantly more improvement than the
control group. This study demonstrated that visual feedback is effective not only for suprasegmental
production (e.g., intonation) but also for segmental production.
Similarly, Okuno (2013) explored the benefits of visual feedback on the identification of L2
vowel duration in Japanese. She conducted a between-subject experiment with pretest and posttest
design. Her participants were trained in one of three conditions: (a) auditory-visual (AV) condition in
which participants were trained to identify the Japanese vowel duration with the waveform displayed
visually; (b) auditory-only (A) condition, in which they did not see any visual cues and (c) no-training
condition, in which they did not receive any training. The results revealed that both AV and A
conditions improved significantly after training; however, the improvement of AV group was greater,
confirming a positive effect of the visual feedback of waveforms in the acquisition of phonemic
duration. Further, she argued that other factors like vowel type, preceding consonant, pitch pattern, and
talkers’ voice also affected the identification of vowel duration. These findings complied with
Hardison (2003) who also claimed that talker, word position and vowel together with visual cues
affected Japanese and Korean speakers’ identification of the English consonants [l] and [ɹ].
Among all the visual cues, co-speech gestures are particularly salient from a perceptual point of
view. We believe that gestures, by providing visuospatial stimuli, are still worth further investigation
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under the context of a multimodal approach to L2 acquisition. In the next section, we summarize the
role of gestures in the process of second language learning.
1.2.2 The benefits of gesture for second language learning
Gestures have long been studied in relation to its role in cognition and language learning. Studies
by Goldin-Meadows hold that gestures not only reflect people’s thought during verbal communication
by providing information beyond verbal speech but also help to change people’s knowledge by
affecting both learners’ cognition (effects on learners themselves) and their communication with the
instructor (effects on the learning environment) (e.g., Goldin-Meadow & Wagner, 2005;
Goldin-Meadow, 2010; 2011). Accordingly, gestures could be regarded as a facilitator for learning and
thought as well as a predictor of who will learn (Goldin-Meadow, 2010; 2011). These findings confirm
that gestures play an unneglectable role in learning, especially in children’s first language acquisition
(e.g., Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 2005; Goldin-Meadow, 2018).
Regarding the role of gestures in second language acquisition, Gullberg (2006) provided a
comprehensive summary of the reasons for further investigating the connection between gesture and
second language learning. She claimed that people acquire both language and gesture at the same time,
given that gestures are cross-cultural phenomena. Therefore, viewing learners’ gestures can provide
insight into their learning process. More importantly, gestures, as visual input, affect not only learners
but also their interlocutors, highlighting the fact that hand gestures may aid comprehension and overall
acquisition.
In this section, we will summarize empirical work on the beneficial role of gestures in lexical
learning (1.2.2.1) and discourse comprehension (1.2.2.2). Following this theme, the effects of gestures
in L2 pronunciation learning will be reviewed in the next section (1.2.3).
1.2.2.1. The benefits of gestures for vocabulary learning
Research has shown that in the stage of early acquisition, mother-child communication often
involves various gestures (deictic, iconic, etc.) and that maternal gestural input is helpful to enhance
children’s vocabulary size (Iverson, Capirci, Longobardi, & Caselli, 1999). Accordingly, gestures
(deictic, conversational, etc.) play a positive role in children’s language development by enriching
5
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their lexical and syntactic structure (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 2005). In addition, young children
mainly rely on producing deictic gestures to facilitate their vocabulary learning (Özçalışkan, Adamson,
& Dimitrova, 2016); after they start acquiring the verb system in their L1, children tend to rely more on
iconic gestures to make up their lexical gaps (Özçalışkan, Gentener, & Goldin-Meadow, 2014). Taken
together, these findings suggest that gestures in general play a positive role in L1 vocabulary learning.
In the context of the second language acquisition, experimental and classroom research has
shown the beneficial effects of the use of referential gestures (i.e., gestures depicting their referents,
e.g., metaphoric and iconic gestures1) on L2 vocabulary learning (e.g., Kelly, McDevitt, & Esch, 2009;
Macedonia, & Klimesch, 2014; Quinn-Allen, 1995; Tellier, 2008). Quinn-Allen (1995) trained 112
English participants to learn 10 French expressions either with emblematic gestures (metaphorical
gestures, according to McNeill, 1992) or without gestures. The French sentences were taken from
informal daily conversations but were new to the participants; many of them were idiomatic
expressions. Her results showed that students who learned the target expressions accompanied by
gestures had a greater immediate recall and a smaller decay in recall after two months than those who
learned them without gestures. Tellier (2008) taught 20 L1 French children to learn 8 English words.
Half of them were presented with pictures related to the meaning of the target words, while the other
half were presented with iconic gestures and were also instructed to perform the gestures. The results
revealed that children performing iconic gestures better recalled the target words than those who were
presented with pictures only. Kelly et al. (2009) trained 28 adult learners of Japanese to learn 12
commonly used Japanese verbs under four conditions: speech, speech + congruent iconic gesture,
speech + incongruent iconic gesture, and repeated speech. The results showed that participants recalled
the largest number of words under the speech + congruent gesture condition and the least number of
words under the incongruent condition. Macedonia and Klimesch (2014) conducted a fourteen-month
classroom study to see whether using iconic and metaphoric gestures helped L2 lexical learning. In this
study, the authors taught 36 non-words in an artificial language conforming to Italian phonotactics to

According to McNeill (1992)’s classification, co-speech gestures can be categorized as (1) iconic gestures, which employ
spatial movements to mimic certain objects or actions; (2) metaphoric gestures which represent abstract concepts; (3)
deictic gestures which are often used to point a certain object and (4) beat gestures which do not convey referential meaning
and are associated with prosodically prominent positions in speech.
1
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29 native German speakers. They tested the recall of those words through a cued native-to-foreign
translation test. Participants who learned the words accompanied with gestures recalled significantly
more words (both 73 and 444 days after training) than the group who did not, showing that performing
iconic gestures significantly enhanced vocabulary learning in the long term.
Some studies have assessed the role of gestures which do not represent referential meaning (i.e.,
beat gestures) in the acquisition of L2 vocabulary. Kushch, Igualada, & Prieto (2018) trained 96
Catalan speakers to learn 16 new Russian words under four conditions. In condition 1, neither prosodic
nor visual prominence was made; in condition 2, both prosodic and visual prominence was presented;
in condition 3, only the prosodic prominence was shown, and in condition 4, only the visual
prominence was presented. All the training words had the prosodic prominence at the word-final
position (L+H* pitch pattern). When prosodic prominence was absent, the target word was then
pronounced in a non-focal L* pitch accent. The visual prominence was highlighted by beat gestures.
Participants learned four words under each condition, and the words were assigned to different
conditions across participants. The results revealed that participants performed better when target
words presented with the combination of visual and prosodic prominence, while visual prominence
without prosodic prominence (beat gestures over non-focal syllables) resulted in the smallest effects.
This study showed that training with beat gestures could favor L2 vocabulary learning.
1.2.2.2. The benefits of gestures for discourse comprehension
Apart from the positive role of gestures in the acquisition of vocabulary, a growing body of
literature has shed light on its effects in discourse comprehension as well. Several studies have shown
that observing iconic hand gestures conveying information related to speech favors discourse
comprehension (e.g., Beattie & Shovelton, 1999).
Moreover, producing gestures might help speakers to utter more fluent speech so that gestures
indirectly influent the comprehension (e.g., Rauscher, Krauss, & Chen, 1995). Further, in spontaneous
communication, hand gestures can create a positive rapport between interlocutors, which again
enhances comprehension (e.g., Kelly & Goldsmith, 2004). Although, relatively less research was
conducted on the role of beat gestures in L1 comprehension, it has been proven that beat gestures in
combination with prosodic prominence favor adults in L1 word recall of contrastive information in
7
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discourse (e.g., Kushch & Prieto, 2016); facilitate children in word recall and discourse
comprehension (e.g., Llanes-Coromina, Vilà-Giménez, Kushch, Borràs-Comes, & Prieto, 2018) as
well as discourse narrative performance (Vilà-Giménez, & Prieto, 2019).
In terms of the L2 discourse comprehension, Sueyoshi and Hardison (2005) attempted to assess
the role of facial cues and hand gestures as visual cues in L2 listening comprehension. They asked
participants to watch a videotaped lecture by a native English teacher in one of the three conditions: (a)
AV-gesture-face condition, in which the participants could see the both the lecturer’s facial and
gestural cues; (b) AV-face condition, in which only the upper half of the lecturer’s body was presented
to the participants so that they could only see the lecturer’s facial expression along with the audio
stimuli and (c) A-only condition, in which the participants could only listen to the lecture with no
visual cues presented at all. Each condition was comprised of participants with two levels of English
proficiency: low-intermediate and advanced so that the influence of proficiency on the preference for
visual cues for communication could then be compared. The results showed that participants in the two
audio-visual conditions comprehended the lecture better than those in the A-only condition regardless
of proficiency. However, for advanced-level students, the visual AV-face condition obtained better
scores than the AV-gesture-face condition while for the low-intermediate-level students,
AV-gesture-face condition revealed the best scores. This finding suggests that visual cues (e.g., lip
movements, gestures, etc.) play a positive role in the L2 discourse comprehension and the preference
for the type of visual cues is affected by learners’ language proficiency. In order to compare the effects
of gestures on L2 learners to that on L1 speakers, Dahl and Ludvigsen (2014) asked native English
speakers, and non-native English speakers to watch videos in either of the two conditions: (a) gesture
condition, in which a native English speaker described a cartoon image with gestures; and (b) no
gesture condition, in which the same speaker uttered the same description but with no gesture
presented. Participants were then asked to draw the picture of the image being described. The results
showed that gestures did not particularly help native speakers understand the description better. By
contrast, non-native speakers who had observed gestures drew a more accurate picture than those who
had not. These results imply that gestures may function better in the L2 than in the L1 in terms of
discourse comprehension.
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To sum up, gestures are effective in boosting vocabulary learning and discourse comprehension,
not only in the L1 but also in the L2. In the following section, we will focus on the role that gestures
play in L2 pronunciation.
1.2.3 The role of beat and visuospatial hand gestures in L2 pronunciation
In recent years, evidence has been mounting that gestures do not only help vocabulary learning
and discourse comprehension but also facilitate the learning of pronunciation, especially in the L2
context. Since gestures depicting the features of sounds do not necessarily have explicit referents, they
are non-referential gestures in general. In this section, we will review the literature on beat gestures
(section 1.2.3.1), which is, by definition, non-referential. The next following subsections will then
focus on the findings of other types of instuctor’s gestures, which could be summarized as visuospatial
hand gestures.
In this thesis, we will use the term visuospatial hand gestures to refer to a variety of instructor’s
hand gestures encoding certain phonetic and prosodic properties, including pitch, durational,
articulatory, and phrase-level prosodic features. According to the specific features that visuospatial
hand gestures depict, it can be classified as (a) pitch gestures (e.g., gestures mimicking F0 movements,
see section 1.2.3.2), (b) durational gestures (e.g., gestures showing phonemic contrasts in duration, see
section 1.2.3.3), (c) gestures encoding articulatory features (e.g., gestures cueing certain segmental
features, such as aspiration contrasts of consonants, etc., see section 1.2.3.4) and (d) prosodic gestures
(e.g., gestures showing prosodic features, like pitch, duration, at phrase-level). While pitch gestures
have been demonstrated to facilitate the learning of L2 pitch features, durational gestures were not
found to have such benefits. Moreover, few studies have been conducted on articulatory gestures, and
even less literature was noted on the so-called prosodic gestures. Therefore, the mixed results from the
empirical studies suggest that further studies should be conducted to fill this gap.
1.2.3.1 Effects of beat gestures
Beat gestures are non-referential hand gestures which cannot be classified as iconic, metaphoric,
or deictic (Prieto, Cravotta, Kushch, Rohrer, & Vilà-Giménez, 2018). Some studies have shown that
viewing beat gestures can facilitate L2 vocabulary learning (Kushch, Igualada, & Prieto, 2018) and L2
9
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pronunciation (Gluhareva & Prieto, 2017). Gluhareva and Prieto (2017) investigated the effects of
beat gestures on pronunciation in discourse-demanding situations (self-introduction, asking for the
time, etc.). They asked 20 Catalan-dominant students with an upper-intermediate English level to
watch videos in which half of the items were accompanied by beat gestures while the other half were
not, and then to respond to some given contextual prompts. The results showed that participants
improved their pronunciation significantly on the more discourse-demanding items produced with beat
gestures, suggesting that beat gestures highlight the rhythmic information, aiding student improve
their

pronunciation.

Kushch

(2018)

recruited

18

Catalan-dominant

students

with

an

upper-intermediate English level to perform gestures on the same set of contexts used by Gluhareva
and Prieto (2017). They were randomly assigned to one of two groups: Beat Gesture Observation or
Beat Gesture Production. The results showed that the group of participants who imitated the beat
gestures after the instructor improved significantly more than those who were merely observing. The
study demonstrated that actively producing beat gestures helps learners to reduce their foreign accent2.
Also, beat gestures could serve as highlighters of rhythm. Krahmer and Swerts (2007) conducted
a series of experiments on the effects of visual beats on the speech prominence. They concentrated on
three types of visual cues related to the speech prominence: manual beat gestures, head nods and rapid
eyebrow movements. They found that visual beats had a similar function to the pitch accent when
making emphasis and if the speakers produce a visual beat on the prominent word, the prominence
would be acoustically perceived as stronger. The type of visual beats did not influence effectiveness of
emphasis. However, when the speech addressee saw the visual beats, the type did make a difference,
i.e., the manual hand gestures significantly led the addressee to perceive the corresponding words as
more prominent compared to rapid eyebrow movement.
In short, previous studies have revealed clear evidence of the positive role of beat gestures in the
learning of pronunciation, particularly regarding rhythmic features.

2

Besides beat gestures, hand clapping to the rhythm of newly learnt words has also been proven to have positive effects on
language learning. (For the effects of hand clapping on rhythm and pronunciation learning, see Baills & Prieto, 2019,
submitted; Zhang, Baills, & Prieto, 2018).
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1.2.3.2 Effects of pitch gestures
Regarding the value of pitch gestures (or hand gestures mimicking melodic patterns in speech), a
handful of studies have shown that they help learning the distinct tonal (Baills, Suárez-González,
González-Fuente, & Prieto, 2019; Chen, 2003; Hannah, Wang, Jongman, & Sereno, 2016; Hu & Uno,
2005; Morett & Chang, 2015) and intonational features (Kelly, Bailey, & Hirata, 2017; Yuan,
González-Fuente, Baills, & Prieto, 2019) in a second language.
A large body of studies has demonstrated that pitch gestures significantly improved the
perception of L2 lexical tones. For instance, Morett and Chang (2015) taught 57 English-speakers 20
novel Mandarin words under three audiovisual conditions: (a) a ‘pitch gesture’ condition, in which
only pitch information was encoded through gestures; (b) a ‘semantic gesture’ condition, in which the
instructor employed iconic gestures to show the words’ meaning; and (c) a ‘no gesture’ condition, in
which words were merely spoken, unaccompanied by gesture. The results showed that pitch gestures
helped the learners to memorize the Mandarin words differing in tone, suggesting that visuospatial
gestures encoding pitch information can strengthen the relationship between lexical meaning and tones.
Hannah et al. (2016) investigated the relationship between pitch gestures and the perception of
Mandarin Chinese tones. They asked 25 L1 English-speakers to identify the Mandarin tones under
congruent/incongruent audio + face conditions (only the instructor’s face and voice were videotaped)
or congruent/incongruent audio + face + gesture conditions (the instructor’s face, voice, and pitch
gestures made with the index finger were videotaped). While native Chinese-speakers were at ceiling
in both conditions, the English-speaking participants obtained significantly better scores under the
congruent audio + face + gesture condition than under the congruent audio + face condition, indicating
that facial and gestural information lend a hand to the perception of novel tones, and that when
perceiving tonal features, learners of Chinese use a multimodal strategy that relies on both acoustic and
visual tonal cues. In a recent study, Baills et al. (2019) confirmed the benefits of observing and actively
producing pitch gestures on the learning of Mandarin tones. In two experiments, they taught 18
minimal pairs of Mandarin words contrasting only in lexical tones to 106 Catalan-dominant speakers
by asking them, in a short training session, to either only observe pitch gestures or both observe and
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produce the gestures. The results revealed that observing and producing pitch gestures was more
favorable to the learning of L2 tonal patterns and vocabulary than simply observing the gestures.

Figure 1. Pitch gestures mimicking F0 movements of the four Mandarin tones as well as their
corresponding waveforms and pitch tracks. Reproduced from Baills et al. (2019)

Also, some studies have explored the benefits of pitch gestures on producing L2 lexical tones. For
instance, in a classroom setting, Chen (2003) taught 40 L2 Chinese learners from 12 different counties
to learn Chinese tones in two conditions: (a) a control group, in which students were presented the
five-scale system introduced by Chao (1968) to learn the tones and (b) an experimental group, in
which they were encouraged to perform gestures mimicking pitch tracks of tones. They found that the
experimental group outperformed the control group in communication skills after 180 hours of
instruction. Then, Hu and Uno (2005) conducted a seven-week classroom study, in learners were
trained to perceive and produce the Mandarin tones with pitch gestures. Their subjects were 38 L1
Japanese learners of Mandarin with one year of learning experience. They participated in a 90-minute
class twice per week during a total of seven weeks and received the instruction with pitch gestures. The
aim of the training was to have students identify and produce monosyllabic and dissyllabic Mandarin
words with the correct tonal patterns. It is noteworthy that in a regular classroom context, they were
not only focusing on tonal learning but also learned a set of other pronunciation phenomena, including
vowels, consonants, and so on. After the training, all the subjects improved in all four tasks, i.e.,
identification of the tonal patterns of (a) monosyllabic and (b) dissyllabic words; and pronunciation of
the tonal patterns of (c) monosyllabic and (d) dissyllabic words. However, they did not statistically
12
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compare the difference between pretest and posttests, nor did they include a control group in the
experimental design.
Recently, Ghaemi and Rafi (2018) compared the effects of printed visual stimuli and the use of
hand gestures mimicking pitch on the learning of English stress patterns. They taught 67 bilingual
Persian-Turkish elementary-English learners English stress patterns in three conditions. While
participants in one group learned the stress patterns by seeing words printed on a piece of paper and
repeatedly hearing them spoken aloud, participants in a second group learned them in the same way
except that stressed syllables were written in boldface. Participants in a third group were shown
stressed syllables in boldface and also saw the instructor make hand gestures to emphasize stress
patterns as the words were read out. The gestures consisted of forward, horizontal hand movements
during unstressed syllables and upward hand movements which mimicked the speaker’s pitch during
stressed syllables. The results revealed that although all three groups showed an improvement in a
delayed posttest performed two weeks after the training, the third group (training with stressed
syllables printed in boldface accompanied by speech with gestures) outperformed the other two
groups.
The benefits of pitch gestures have also been shown at the sentence level. Kelly, Bailey, and
Hirata (2017) reported that gestures signaling the pitch features of Japanese yes/no questions (an
upward hand movement) and affirmative questions (a downward hand movement) helped learners
make intonational distinctions. Fifty-seven L1 English participants listened to Japanese sentences
containing vowel length contrasts and sentence-final intonational distinctions under three conditions:
(a) a ‘congruent condition’, in which they listened to sentences accompanied with congruent gestures
performed simultaneously as the target contrasts were spoken; (b) an ‘incongruent condition’, in which
the sentences were produced with incongruent gestures; and (c) a ‘no gesture’ condition, where the
participants saw and heard the sentences being spoken but without any body movement. The results
showed that although hand gestures emphasizing durational contrasts (a hand sweep for long vowels
and a beat gesture for short vowels) did not facilitate the auditory judgments, pitch gestures
significantly affected the accuracy of perceiving L2 intonational patterns compared to the no gesture
condition. In line with this study, Yuan, González-Fuente, Baills, and Prieto (2019) confirmed the
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beneficial effects of pitch gestures on the learning of L2 intonation. They trained 64 L1
Mandarin-speakers with basic Spanish proficiency to learn three common Spanish intonation patterns,
namely those for statements, yes-no questions, and requests. Half of the participants observed the
instructors speak and produce pitch gestures while the other half only observed the instructors speak
without moving their hands. A pretest consisted of reading 15 Spanish sentences aloud containing the
three different intonational patterns, and the training session was followed by a posttest in which
participants read the same set of 15 sentences aloud as in the pretest and a new set of 15 sentences. A
comparison of test results showed that participants whose training included gestures improved in their
realization of the intonation patterns more than the other group, suggesting that observing hand
gestures depicting nuclear intonation contours can favor the learning of L2 intonational patterns at the
phrasal level.
Then, why is it that pitch gestures constitute an effective cognitive aid for the acquisition of tones?
In the last decades, some studies have shown that the perception of acoustic values of pitch and the
perception of hand movement in space share common representational and processing resources. For
instance, Casasanto, Phillips, and Boroditsky (2003) showed lines prolonging vertically (bottom to top)
and horizontally (left to right) to two groups of participants respectively and asked them to reproduce
either stimulus displacement or stimulus pitch. The results showed that vertical displacement strongly
modulated participants’ estimates of acoustic pitch inputs but horizontal displacement did not,
suggesting that there is a linguistically and conceptually metaphoric relationship between space and
pitch. Connell, Cai, and Holler (2013) investigated the role visual movements play in perceiving pitch.
They carried out three experiments to test whether participants would bias their perception of pitch
accompanied by either an upward or a downward hand gesture under three conditions (i.e., no memory
load, spatial memory load and verbal memory load). All the three experiments revealed consistent
results that when watching upward or downward gestures, people tended to perceive the pitches higher
or lower than they actually were, supporting the ‘shared representation’ explanation for the
relationship between pitch and space. This was further supported by means of neurophysiologic
measures. Dolscheid Willems, Hagoort, and Casasanto (2014) conducted an fMRI experiment in
which they asked participants to judge stimuli that varied in spatial height in both the visual and tactile
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modalities and auditory stimuli that varied in pitch height. They found that judging the auditory stimuli
activated unimodal visual areas, which means there is an overlap between pitch height and visuospatial
height processing in the visual brain area.
1.2.3.3 Effects of durational hand gestures
In contrast with the positive role played by beat gestures and pitch gestures in the acquisition of
L2 prosodic patterns, recent studies using durational gestures on learning the perceptual processing
of Japanese durational vowel contrasts have yielded mixed results (e.g., Hirata & Kelly, 2010; Hirata,
Kelly, Huang, & Manansala, 2014; Kelly, Hirata, Manansala, & Huang, 2014; Kelly, Bailey, &
Hirata, 2017; Kelly & Hirata, 2017). Hirata and Kelly (2010) reported that while observing lip
movements had significant positive effects on the acquisition of Japanese vowel length contrasts,
observing the gestures employed in their experiment (a beat gesture representing the short vowel and
a hand sweep for the long vowel) did not show this effect. Later, Hirata et al. (2014) compared the
effects of observing and producing two types of gestures representing length, namely what they
called syllable gestures (a hand sweeping representing a long vowel and a beat gesture representing a
short vowel) and mora gestures (two beat gestures for a long vowel and one beat gesture for a short
vowel) on auditory learning of phonemic vowel length contrasts in Japanese. They also tested the
effect of speech rate, fast or slow, on perceiving the durational contrasts. The results showed that
observing syllable gestures helped learners to improve their perception of the durational contrasts in
the most balanced way between the word-initial and word-final position as well as at both fast and
slow speech rates. By contrast, mora gestures did not facilitate learning, possibly because they are
counterintuitive to English-speakers. However, in a follow-up study, Kelly et al. (2014) found that
neither syllable gestures nor mora gestures showed any positive effect on either auditory perception
or lexical learning. In this study, native English-speakers were taught novel phonemic vowel length
contrasts and vocabulary items using the same syllable and mora gestures used in Hirata et al. (2014)
in one of four different conditions: observing syllable gestures only; observing and mimicking
syllable gestures; observing mora gestures only; or observing and mimicking mora gestures.
Following the training session, participants performed two identification tasks and a vocabulary test.
A comparison of the results showed that participants in all four conditions had similar outcomes. In a
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subsequent experiment, Kelly et al. (2017) found that despite the positive effect of observing pitch
gestures on the perception of non-L1-like intonational patterns, observing hand gestures representing
vowel length contrasts still did not help learners to hear differences in vowel length (importantly,
gestures for vowel length contrasts were the same as those used in Hirata & Kelly, 2010). These
findings were further supported by electrophysiological evidence (Kelly & Hirata, 2017). Taken
together, the experiments carried out by Hirata, Kelly, and colleagues suggested that neither
observing nor actively producing gestures signaling vowel length facilitates the perception of
durational contrasts.
Hirata, Kelly, and colleagues thus claimed that while visuospatial gestures were useful in
acquiring intonational contrasts, they had only limited effects on the perception of durational
contrasts. They concluded that durational gestures, in contrast with pitch gestures, were “a visual
metaphor of a subtle auditory distinction within a syllable at the segmental level” (Kelly et al., 2017:
8). However, despite these conclusions, gestures continue to be used in educational contexts for the
teaching and learning of suprasegmental features of L2 pronunciation such as syllabification, word
stress, and rhythm (e.g., Hudson, 2011; Smotrova 2017). Moreover, in the context of the Verbotonal
Method, Roberge, Kimura, and Kawaguchi, (1996) proposed a series of gestures (Figure 2) intended
to facilitate the acquisition of features of L2 Japanese phonology, including durational contrasts.
Figure 1 illustrates the horizontal hand sweep gesture mimicking long vowels proposed by the
authors. Interestingly, it is worth noting that in Hudson’s (2011) study, the instructor employed
similar hand gestures to mark durational features, with both hands moved horizontally outward to
represent long vowels, and thumbs and index fingers pressed together to represent short vowels.
Though these gestures differ in terms of specific hand shapes, both of them map temporal duration
onto a horizontal movement.
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Figure 2. Suggested gestures for instructing Japanese long vowels, with one hand (left panel) or two
hands (right panel) (reproduced from Roberge et al., 1996: 147)

The negative results obtained in some of the abovementioned studies may have been due to
methodological reasons. First, as the authors themselves suggest (Hirata & Kelly, 2010: 306; Hirata
et al., 2014: 9), “there is evidence that layering too much multimodal information onto novel speech
sounds may overload the system and actually produce decrements in perception and learning.” For
example, Hirata and Kelly (2010) showed that while English learners benefited from seeing lip
movements to distinguish Japanese long and short vowels, adding hand gestures to lip and audio
training actually cancelled the positive effects of the lip information. Second, the use of the
contrasting pair of beat gesture/sweeping gesture as mimicking short/long vowel distinctions might
not be effective for listeners. Specifically, the use of a beat gesture for a weak short syllable is
partially contradictory with its nature as a visual prominence indicator. The authors themselves admit
that they “may have chosen a wrong type of gesture to distinguish long and short vowels in language
perception” (Hirata & Kelly, 2010: 305). Following up on observations by Roberge et al. (1996) and
Hudson (2011), we believe that the use of a horizontal hand sweep gesture of different durations (the
longer the vowel, the farther the hand movement) might be more effective to mimic a vowel length
difference.
Interestingly, there is behavioral evidence linking visual horizontal movements with the mental
representation of duration. Casasanto and Boroditsky (2008) reported a series of six experiments in
which they asked participants to view 162 horizontally growing lines on a screen and then replicate
either their duration or their displacement by clicking or drawing with a mouse on a computer screen.
These lines varied in duration (1-5 seconds in half-second increments) and displacement rate
(200-800 pixels in 75 pixel increments). While in Experiment 1, participants were asked to replicate
either duration or displacement but did not know which dimension until after the stimulus line had
disappeared. By contrast, in Experiment 2 they were told which domain they would have to replicate
before each trial. The results showed that in both experiments, the spatial displacement of the
moving stimulus strongly modulated people’s estimation of duration; however, reproducing the
spatial displacement was not affected by duration, regardless of whether they were instructed to pay
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selective attention to a specific domain (i.e., duration or spatial displacement) or not. Importantly,
these results did not change even when extra information, like a constant temporal frame of reference
(Experiment 3) or concurrent tone accompanying each growing line (Experiment 4), was provided;
or when the growing line was replaced by a moving dot (Experiment 5) or a stationary line
(Experiment 6). These consistent results suggest that the perception of durational contrasts in speech
should be facilitated by contrasting horizontal hand movements.
We thus believe that durational hand gestures need to be reshaped based on the evidence
mentioned above and more empirical evidence is needed to demonstrate its potential benefits on
speech production.
To fill the research gap mentioned above, Study 1 aims to further investigate the role of gestures
by taking into account its effects not only on perception but also on production, and by using a
homogeneous horizontal hand sweep for the vowel length contrasts, which encodes durational
differences without changing the gesture form.
1.2.3.4 Effects of visuospatial hand gestures encoding articulatory features
Relatively less is known about the potential facilitating effects of hand gestures mimicking
certain articulatory features of segments (e.g., gestures encoding spatiotemporal parameters such as
holding fingers and thumb together and separating them quickly to cue /p/). L2 pronunciation teaching
practices suggest that a variety of useful hand shapes are used by instructors in their L2 classrooms.
For example, Zhang (2002) proposed a series of hand gestures to help L2 learners of Mandarin to
produce difficult target segments. Figure 3 shows the hand gestures suggested to learn the Mandarin
aspirated and unaspirated consonantal contrasts:

Figure 3. Suggested hand gestures for L2 Chinese unaspirated consonants to the left and aspirated
consonants to the right. (reproduced from Zhang, 2002: 54)
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In the context of speech treatment, several studies and speech treatment proposals have shown the
positive effects of the speech therapists’ use of metaphorical gestures to improve speech articulation
patterns produced by individuals with speech sound disorders. The Adapted Cueing Techniques (ACT)
were proposed by Klick (1985) and constitutes a series of hand gestures that are useful to facilitate the
production of English in the treatment of individuals with dysphasia. Taking advantage of the primacy
of visual modality over the auditory-only modality, this method proposes the clinician to use hand
movements to cue several characteristics of the target consonants or vowels such as place of
articulation, manner of articulation, as well as the trajectory of the tongue. For example, the
articulatory features of vowel height and vowel backness are represented by the letter “C” hand shape
mimicking the degree of jaw closure with the hand movement towards the front, middle or back of the
vocal cavity, (Klick, 1985). Manner changes in airflow release can be cued by hand movements, as
follows: a quick, forward movement away from the clinician cues the release present in plosive
consonants like /p/; while a slower movement towards the clinician represents continuant consonants
such as /ʃ/. In this study, Klick reported on the case of a 5:6-year-old girl who received a complete
ACT treatment and increased in both the amount and the intelligibility of her speech after six months.
Similarly, Shelton and Garves (1985) applied the Signed Target Phoneme (STP) therapy, coupling the
hand shapes according to the American Manual Alphabet (Riekehof, 1980, cited by Shelton and
Garves, 1985, for the last edition, see Riekehof, 2014) with a verbal presentation of the target sound, to
the treatment of a 5-year-old boy who was diagnosed with developmental apraxia. The treatment
focused on the initial /s/ in a CVC structure. Having received the treatment until the end of the school
year, the patient obtained 80% accuracy in the production of initial /s/ in spontaneous speech.
Importantly, they specified that the patient was not asked to produce the hand gestures during the
treatment and suggested that if he had done so, the facilitation would have been enhanced (Shelton &
Garves, 1985:130). Since the gestures here are borrowed from the American Manual Alphabet, the
basic principle was to relate the pronunciation to a typical alphabet. For example, in order to represent
the phoneme /d/ in ‘mad,’ the clinician could shape the hand as letter ‘d’ (Shelton & Garves, 1985:130)
(see Figure 4). Therefore, STP therapy requires that the patient be familiar to the American Manual
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Alphabet. Furthermore, the hand shapes do not necessarily depict the articulatory features of the target
phoneme other than the iconic features of the target alphabet representing the phoneme.

Figure 4. Hand shape for letter “d” in American Manual Alphabet, which iconically mimics the shape of
“d.” (Reproduced from Riekehof, 2014:16)

In a recent study, Rusiewicz and Rivera (2017) conducted a single-subject experiment in which
visuospatial gestures were used to train an adult with speech apraxia to produce the /r/ sound
successfully. In this study, they used a hand gesture mimicking tension, manner, place, and shape of
the articulation of /r/ to help the patient to produce the proper pronunciation. The patient was asked to
pronounce the sound in five vowel + /r/ contexts (i.e., /εr/, /ɔr/, /ɪr/, /ɑr/, /ɑɪr/) while producing the
corresponding gestures for 18 sessions. The perceptual ratings of the treating clinician and 28 naïve
listeners showed that the participant demonstrated improved /r/ accuracy as a function of the manual
mimicry/multisensory therapy.
Despite the widespread use of hand movements as visual and kinesthetic cues to facilitate
accurate speech both in L2 pronunciation and speech rehabilitation contexts, very little experimental
investigations of gestural patterns cueing articulatory features currently exist. To our knowledge, only
two experimental studies have tested the potential benefits of the use of hand gestures cueing
segmental features on L2 pronunciation learning, one of them dealing with aspiration features (Amand
& Touhami 2016) and the other one dealing with labiodental consonantal features and rounded vocalic
features (van Maastricht, Hoetjes, & van der Heijden, accepted, 2019).
Amand and Touhami (2016) explored the effects of gestures in facilitating French-speaking
learners of English to pronounce the English word-final plosives. Participants were assigned to three
groups according to their proficiency levels, namely, Group A (A1/A2), Group B (B1/B2), Group
C(C1/C2). In the pretest and posttests, they were asked read the same English sentences containing
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both homogeneous (e.g., “tap pan” [tæp˺ pæn]) and heterogeneous (e.g., “that cat” [ðæt˺ kæt˺])
sequences of voiceless plosives across word boundaries, and plosives at sentence-final position (e.g.,
“I told him to speak” [tə spiːk˺]). Between the two tests, they received the training, in which for each
group, one half received the auditory-only training while the other half received audio-visual training.
In the auditory-only training condition, participants listened to the model audio of the sentences used
in the pretest, and they had to count up to five in their L1 then read them aloud. In the audio-visual
training condition, however, they watched a video designed to raise their awareness of the production
of unreleased stops. In the video, a native English speaker explained how to produce unreleased stops
while showing the hand gesture in Figure 5 (left panel). The results showed that, although participants
generally improved in the production of unreleased stops, those in the audio-visual condition (being
trained with gestures and explicit explanation) outperformed the other half. This study demonstrated
that gestures triggering the awareness of aspiration may help L1 French learners to properly produce
the English unreleased plosives. However, the audio-only condition was not comparable to the
audio-visual condition, given that no explicit explanation about unreleased pronunciation was given in
the audio-only condition. Therefore, this factor, in addition to the gestures, might well account for the
audio-visual condition yielding a greater improvement. It is noteworthy that this study employed the
same type of gestures proposed by Zhang (2002).

Figure 5. Hand gestures for the unreleased stop (left panel) and released stop (right panel). (From Amand
& Touhami, 2016: 381)

More recently, van Maastricht et al. (2019) compared the effects of pointing and iconic gestures
on the learning of L2 Spanish segments. In their experiment, 51 L1 Dutch participants without Spanish
knowledge were trained to produce the Spanish labiodental fricative /θ/ (a novel segment) and the
rounded high vowel /u/ (a segment existing in Dutch but having different phoneme-to-grapheme
conversion), in one of the following four conditions: (a) audio-only (AO) condition, (b) audio-visual
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(AV) condition, (c) audio-visual with pointing gestures (AV-P) condition and (d) audio-visual with
iconic gestures (AV-I) condition. Specifically, in the AO condition, participants only listened to the
audio input; in the AV condition, the instructor appeared in the video without body movements except
for her mouth; in the AV-P condition, the instructor pointed to her mouth when producing the target
phonemes; while in the AV-I condition, the instructor shaped her hands to show the articulatory
gesture of the target phonemes. In pretest and posttests, participants were asked to read the same set of
16 Spanish sentences containing the target phonemes aloud and to record their speech. Acoustic
analyses revealed that /u/ was easier than /θ/ in acquisition; for /θ/, the pointing gesture appeared to be
the most helpful, while for /u/, training with iconic gesture (i.e., rounding the palm to indicate the
rounding of the lips) led to the highest proportion of learning. Interestingly, the iconic gestures were
particularly helpful for the learning of /u/, while harmful for /θ/. According to the authors, this might
be due to the fact that iconic gestures benefit the L2 learning when the phonetic demands are low,
while novel phonemes (i.e., /θ/) are usually more challenging in acquiring than existing ones (i.e., /u/),
resulting in higher phonetic demands. Another factor which may account for the current finding is that,
iconic gestures, by nature, typically relate to the semantic rather than phonetic features, yet the
pointing gesture may lead learners’ attention more straightforwardly to the articulatory features, such
as the interdental tongue tip required for pronouncing /θ/. Finally, the study shows that compared to the
audio-only modality, the visual modality generally yielded more improvement irrespective of
conditions; however, different phonemes yielded different results, suggesting that they should be
trained with different multimodal methods.
Even though several studies and proposals within the speech treatment community point towards
the benefits of the use of hand gestures to increase articulatory control, little experimental support was
found for its effective application to the learning of L2 articulatory features. Importantly, some
researchers have provided evidence supporting the connection between the manual and speech motor
systems. In a kinematic study, Gentilucci (2003) demonstrated that there is an overlap between the
systems involved in observation of grasping movements and speech production. Following this line of
research, Gentilucci and Corballis (2006) further argued that spoken languages gradually evolved from
manual gestures. Later, results of studies on deictic(pointing) gestures consistently showed that the
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coordination and interaction of speech and gestures stemmed from the entrainment of the two motor
systems (Rusiewicz, Shaiman, Iverson & Szuminsky, 2013, 2014). These behavioral results show that
hand gestures and speech share complex neuroscientific interaction and origination, which accounts
for the influence of gestures on pronunciation learning. Therefore, one may expect that, not only
suprasegmental, but also segmental learning could benefit from the use of hand gestures.
The abovementioned literature review gives rise to o Study 2 (see section 5.2 below). To test the
potential benefit of hand gestures on the learning of L2 segmental features, we will select Mandarin
Chinese as the target L2 and recruit L1 Catalan speakers as our subjects, given that this Romance
language does not have contrasts in aspiration in neither plosives nor affricates.
When learning a second language, the absence of certain features in L1 often causes difficulties.
For example, Chen et al. (2013) pointed out that for European learners of Mandarin, the most frequent
articulatory errors of syllable-initial consonants found in L2 speech were the de-aspiration of affricates
and plosives; aspirated consonants tend to be replaced by their unaspirated counterparts (e.g.,
confusing /ts/-/tsʰ/ or /t/-/tʰ/ contrasts, many learners replace /tʰ/ or /tsʰ/ by /t/ or /ts/ respectively, see
Figure 6). Especially, L1 Romance learners had larger error rates compared to L1 Germanic and Slavic
learners. The authors suggested that there are two factors which may account for this discrepancy: (a)
some Romance languages have few or even no affricates (e.g., Spanish and French) and (b) plosives in
Romance languages are usually unaspirated, while many Germanic languages allow both aspirated and
unaspirated allophones (Chen et al., 2013: 2373).
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Figure 6. Most mispronounced Mandarin initial consonants by European learners and their corresponding
top substitution errors3 (From Chen, et al., 2013:2372)

In acoustic analyses, Voice Onset Time (VOT), is often employed to describe the delay of voicing
onset following the released burst and aspirated stops usually have a longer delay (longer VOT) than
their unaspirated counterparts (Johnson, 2012). According to Chao and Chen (2008), Mandarin
aspirated stops /pʰ, tʰ, kʰ/ have the general mean VOT rage of 81-92 ms and unaspirated stops /p, t, k/,
14-27 ms. By contrast, Catalan voiceless stops were reported having average VOT raging 14-16
milliseconds for /t, p/ (Rallo Fabra, 1999) and 25-65 ms for /k/. (Zygis, Recasens, & Espinosa, 2008).
It is not surprising that /k/ has longer VOT than /t, k/, because velar stops always have a longer VOT
than apical and bilabial ones, regardless of aspiration (Cho & Ladefoged, 1999).
1.2.4 The segmental and suprasegmental effects of training with visuospatial hand gestures
In the domain of second language pronunciation training, some studies have suggested that
suprasegmental training has a direct beneficial effect not only on L2 suprasegmental features, but also
on segmental features (Missaglia 1999, 2007). Missaglia (1999, 2007) developed the Contrastive
Prosody Method (CPM), which focused on improving the patterns of L2 pronunciation produced by
The consonants were transcribed according to Pinyin ‘the standard Romanized Chinese transcript’ with the following
correspondence to IPA: c:/tsʰ/; z:/ts/; q:/tɕʰ/; j:/tɕ/; ch:/tʂʰ/; zh:/tʂ/; t:/tʰ/; d:/t/; p:/pʰ/; b:/p/; s:/s/; x:/ɕ/; sh:/ʂ/. For more details,
see Duanmu (2007): 23-25.
3
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Italian learners of German. The purpose of CPM was to improve L1 Italian learners’ pronunciation of
German segments (e.g., the reduction and centralization of unstressed vowels, schwa-epenthesis and
final devoicing of consonants) via prosodic training, given that suprasegmental features have a
controlling function over segments. According to the author, target vocalic and consonantal
mispronunciations are not due to inaccuracy in the production of a single segment, but rather due to
insufficient suprasegmental competence (Missaglia, 2006:239). Therefore, her method proposes to
train the learners on the suprasegmental features of accenting and de-accenting patterns. During
training, learners are asked to exaggeratedly produce only one stressed syllable in each sentence and,
accordingly, the rest syllables in the sentence are reduced. Since there is little energy for the voiced
consonants in coda and unstressed vowels, consonant-devoicing, vowel reduction and centralization
will naturally occur.
In order to provide empirical evidence for this claim, Missaglia (1999) recruited 40 L1 Italian
learners with beginning-level German proficiency and trained them with CPM. While the control
group received a 20-hour traditional segment-centered training (henceforth, ST), the experimental
group got a 20-hour prosody-centered training (henceforth, PT). The training lasted ten weeks and in
addition to the training, participants also regularly attended their usual German courses (5 hours per
week). Before and after the training, a pretest and a posttest with the same materials were administered
to all participants, in which they read 18 sentences as well as a modern poem. The training of the two
groups differed in terms of materials and methods. Specifically, the ST group was given repetition and
substitution tasks with words and sentences in isolation and the PT group was trained with dialogues,
prayers, songs etc. Later, learners’ pretest and posttest speech was rated by five native German
teachers on the pronunciation of single sounds, word and sentence stresses, intonational patterns, as
well as global pronunciation impression of the sentences read in pretest and posttest. In addition, the
error rate of segmental pronunciation was calculated to serve as objective measures. The results of
both acoustic and perceptual analyses showed that, from pretest to posttest, both groups improved
significantly in terms of global impression by native raters and decreased significantly in the error rates
of segmental pronunciation as well. In other words, although the two training methods, ST
segment-centered and PT prosody-centered, favored learners’ pronunciation learning in general, PT
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outperformed ST in terms of improvement on global impression and reduction of segmental errors.
This finding validated the author’s assumption that prosody-centered training is more effective than
segment-centered training in improving pronunciation at both segmental and suprasegmental levels.
Recent experimental work has also shown evidence that observing or producing visuospatial
gestures mimicking suprasegmental information like pitch or prominence benefits the learning of L2
pronunciation (see section 1.2.3 for detailed reiew).
We have several reasons to believe that embodied prosodic training can be useful to boost not
only L2 prosodic performance but also segmental performance. In the context of the Verbotonal
Method (VTM), training of prosodic features like rhythm, accentuation and intonation, is highly
emphasized for the improvement of L2 pronunciation (e.g., Alazard, Astésano & Billières, 2011;
Guberina, 1970; Guberina, Kitahara, & Naito, 1981). Specifically, VTM highly encourages the
combination of prosody and body movement (Guberina, 1970; Guberina, et al., 1981), one of the
widely used techniques is the employment of visuospatial gestures for phonetic corrections at both the
segmental and suprasegmental levels.
It is worth noting that the VTM method for phonetic correction is based on two parameters,
namely, (1) tense-relaxed, indicating the energy needed in uttering speech and (2) clear-dark, related to
pitch. That is, tense sounds need more energy than relaxed sounds while clear sounds tend to have a
higher pitch than dark sounds (Klein, 2010). Following the VTM paradigm, Kimura (1986) proposed a
set of techniques for L2 phonetic correction. He suggested that instructors should integrate the “tension”
features at different levels of prosodic phonology since each level has its particular “tension-relax”
contrast. For example, at the syllabic level, the syllable-initial position is tenser, because at the
beginning of an utterance, speakers usually have more energy than at other positions. Therefore, in
order to distinguish the [v] sound from [b] by reducing the tension, sample words like “cave” are better
than “vase”.. At the word-level, stressed syllables are tenser than the unstressed syllables, and hence
words like fuma ‘he/she smokes’ may be used to emphasize the back rounded [u]. Furthermore, at the
phrase-level, since the peak of a rising pitch is tenser than the valley of a falling pitch, instructors could
work on the correction of specific sounds in phrase-final rising intonation position.
E.g., Il t’a dit nON? ‘He said no to you?’ (Kimura, 1986: 22)
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As this is a yes/no question which typically has a rising tone at the end, the phrase-final nasal vowel
[ɔ̃] is then illustrated in a particularly prominent position.
Moreover, prominence would be acoustically perceived as stronger when accompanied by a
visual cue, for instance, visual beats (Krahmer & Swerts, 2007, see Section 1.2.3.1 for details), and
Kimura also encouraged the use of hand gestures and body movements to illustrate the intonational
features and to experience the so-called “tension” in the muscle together with the articulators.
In a longitudinal pilot study, Alazard-Guiu, Santiago and Mailano (2018) compared the effects
of VTM and the articulatory method (AM). Their participants were eight English-speaking learners
of beginner-level French. They organized two different types of classes during three weeks, in which
four participants were taught with the AM while the other four, with the VTM. Before and after the
training, all participants did a sentence-reading task as pretest and posttest. The test material was a
short story in French adapted to the proficiency level of the participants. Their speech production
was recorded and analyzed with PRAAT. The authors extracted the values the F1 F2 and F3 features
of the French oral vowels and compared them across conditions and tests. The results showed that
only F3 value of the /a/ sound yielded significant improvement from pretest to posttests regardless of
the training method. However, as this is a pilot study with a limited number of participants, the lack
of significant difference between groups in terms of improvement suggests that more empirical
evidence is needed to back up the effects of VTM.
Also, some researchers have been trying to integrate the VTM with other approaches. Zhang (2006)
proposed a multisensory approach based on the VTM system to teach Chinese prosody to Australian
English speakers. In a longitudinal study, she integrated the communicative approach and the
Somatically Enhanced Approach (SEA) so that body movement aided learning with success. Students
in the experimental group who were encouraged to make use of body movements during the learning
process were found to be more proactive and motivated than those in the control group, who were
trained in the traditional communicative approach. Regarding their performance in pronunciation,
participants in the experimental group were found to have a higher mean F0, a wider pitch range and
were more capable of increasing their voice range in order to produce more accurate tonal patterns.
This study supported the role that gestures play in L2 prosodic learning. Adapting Zhang’s SEA (2006),
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Bi He (2014) explored the possible integration of Computer Assisted Language Learning and the
Verbotonal method (CALL-VT system). She trained 96 Chinese students (first-year English majors) to
improve English pronunciation under two conditions: (1) half of them were assigned to the control
group and were trained using traditional methods, that is, they were told to repeat what the teacher read
from a textbook; (2) the other half were assigned to the experimental group and were trained with the
CALL-VT system. The mandatory training materials used by the two groups were the same set of
English sentences but for the experimental condition, the vowels and consonants were removed by a
low-pass filter and only the rhythm and the melody of the sentence were presented so that students
could pay more attention to the intonation. As for optional training materials, students in both groups
were free to make use of any other supplementary training materials on their own. Particularly,
students in the experimental group were encouraged to perform body movements, like hand-clapping,
beating to the rhythm, walking along with the melody and stepping to the stressed syllables, all while
listening to the filtered sentences. These classroom activities were assisted by an online computer
system for students to record and to compare their pronunciation to native speech. The results
showed that students in the experimental group showed more improvement in their speech than those
in the control group, especially in terms of pronunciation, comprehensibility and fluency. Later,
Yang (2016) adopted He's (2014) method and conducted a similar experiment with primary
schoolers and obtained similar results.
The abovementioned experimental studies, in general, successfully applied VTM to L2
pronunciation learning. Both prosodic and gesture highlighting strategies were used as techniques in
the training phase. Yet little is known about the potential contribution of prosodic prominence and
gestural prominence patterns on pronunciation learning of suprasegmental and segmental features.
We thus propose Study 3 to assess the effects of these two strategies.

2. GOALS OF THE DISSERTATION
This PhD thesis has three main goals. The first goal is to further test the benefits of visuospatial
hand gestures in the perception and production of novel vowel length features. The second goal is to
explore the potential benefits of visuospatial hand gestures in cueing articulatory features in the
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perception and production of novel consonantal aspiration contrasts. Regarding the suprasegmental
level, our third goal is to test whether the use of gestures encoding prosodic features at phrase-level
may improve the L2 learners’ pronunciation. Upon reaching the three goals, we will have a clear
picture of the role of visuospatial hand gestures in the

learning of both the segmental and

suprasegmental features.
Taken together, the PhD thesis aims to explore the potential benefits of visuospatial hand gestures
encoding phonetic and prosodic properties of novel pronunciation.
We thus designed three multimodal training studies to achieve the goals. For each study, we
address the following research questions:
(1) Does the use of visuospatial hand gestures encoding durational features facilitate the
perception and production of novel vowel length contrasts? (Study 1)
(2) Does the use of visuospatial hand gestures cueing consonantal articulatory release facilitate
the perception and production of novel aspiration contrasts? (Study 2)
(3) Does the use of visuospatial hand gestures depicting prosodic features over the whole phrase
improve the pronunciation of novel L2 vowel contrasts as well as prosody? (Study 3)
The hypotheses of the three studies are (1) visuospatial gestures mimicking vowel length
contrasts help Catalan speakers to perceive and to produe Japanese vowel length contrasts; (2)
visuospatial gestures cueing the aspirated features improve the perception and production of Mandarin
consonantal aspiration by Catalan speakers; and (3) visuospatial gestures performed over the whole
phrase improve the pronunciation of French front-rounded vowels as well as the prosodic features by
elementary-level learners.

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
3.1 Embodied Cognition
Embodied Cognition (Inoescu & Vasc, 2014) and Grounded Cognition (Barsalou, 2008; 2010)
theories build up a theoretical paradigm which captures the strong relation between mind and body.
While the former theory holds that cognition is grounded in sensory-motor processes and the
morphology and internal states of the human body (Ionescu & Vasc, 2014); the latter theory claims
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that cognition is strongly influenced by modal simulations, bodily states, and situated action (Barsalou,
2008). What they have in common is that they both reject the traditional view that mind and body are
two separated systems, and that cognitive processes are just to compute amodal symbols in a modular
system. (Barsalou, 2008; Folia & Wilson, 2013).
Accordingly, the body has a twofold function on cognitive processing: constraining and partially
realizing our cognition (the Conceptualization and Constitution Hypothesis, Shapiro, 2011). Firstly,
the body is not merely a perceiver and producer of cognition, but an integral component to the control
of cognition (Foglia & Wilson, 2013: 320). Secondly, cognitive processing is triggered by the
interaction between body and environment (the Replacement Hypothesis, Shapiro, 2011, see also
Wilson, 2002). Moreover, it has been noted that children’s development of concept and language
process are also influenced by their embodied experience (Wellsby & Pexman, 2014) (for a general
review, see Shapiro, 2011).
With the emergence of Embodied Cognition, its implication on education has been largely
discussed by many researchers. Shapiro and Stolz (2019), for example, offered a comprehensive
review on how Embodied Cognition can be significant to education, focusing on the importance of
gestures in learning. According to the authors, the use of gestures in educational contexts has four main
implications: (1) learners’ gestures can make the instructors realize whether they have perceived the
information being taught; (2) encouraging learners to actively imitate the instructors’ gestures can
enhance learning by shifting the cognitive load from verbal to visuospatial stores; (3) gestures can be
classified and defined according to their particular functions; and thus (4) instructors should bear in
mind the effectiveness of gestures validated by the numerous studies.
Following the theories indicated above, cognition and the body are thus considered to be strongly
related to each other. Our three multimodal training studies included in the present PhD dissertation
aim at evaluating potential benefits of a variety of visuospatial hand gestures in the learning of
pronunciation. This thesis thus falls within the framework of Embodied Cognition and embodied
learning.
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3.2 Multimodal and multisensory approaches
Since Barsalou (1999) proposed his “perceptual symbol systems” framework which holds that the
representation of the real world in our mind is actually multisensory and created via the sensory neural
system, many researchers started testing a number of multisensory interventions in order to facilitate
the learning process (for a review, see Skulmowski & Rey, 2018). Among all types of interventions,
gesture research has offered a large amount of evidence to the importance of bodily action in learning,
especially on the learning of languages.
In the last decades, several researchers from the educational field have proposed a multimodal
approach:
A multimodal approach is one where attention is given to all the culturally
shaped resources that are available for making meaning: image, for instance, or
gesture, or the layout – whether of the wall-display, or the furniture of classrooms
and of course writing and speech as talk. (Kress, Jewitt, Bourne, Franks, Hardcastle,
Jones, & Reid, 2004: 2).
According to Kress et al. (2004), the term mode can refer to gestures, images, layout, speech and
writing and hence, the main idea that multimodality is the combination of the different visual ways
used in meaning-making and communication. Based on this, they encourage instructor to employ the
multimodal approach in classroom teaching rather than traditional classroom methods
(Kress, Jewitt, Ogborn, & Tsatsarelis, 2001). For example, compared to merely orally explaining the
concept of ‘blood circulation’, teachers are encouraged integrate gestures, images, writing and speech
to help children construct the concept (Kress et al., 2001: 44-49).
Although the multimodal approach has been traditionally employed in the literacy education to
improve learners’ writing and reading skills, the idea of using multimodal input, especially gestural
input, is not exclusively used for literacy education. Recently, Odisho (2007, 2014) proposed the
Multisensory, Multicognitive Approach (MMA) specifically to the teaching of L2 pronunciation. He
defined MMA as follows:
Teaching with a multisensory approach means the instructor has to approach
the learner via more than one sensory modality and the learner should be prepared
and encouraged to behave likewise. Similarly, the multicognitive aspect of the
approach should encourage learners to try to attentively listen to sounds, retain an
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acoustic and auditory image of them and compare and contrast them with sounds
already part of their psycholinguistic inventory using all the available cognitive
processes such association, analysis, synthesis, comparison, contrast, memorization,
etc. (Odisho, 2007:5-6).
Based on the observation that real-life communication is rarely unimodal, the MMA proposal
encourages the integration of different sensory modalities, especially the visual and tactile-kinesthetic
ones, instead of the traditional exclusive sensory modality (i.e., auditory sensory modality only), when
instructing L2 pronunciation. According to Odisho (2007), the pronunciation teaching procedure
integrates the following orientations: cognitive orientation, auditory orientation, visual orientation and
kinesthetic/proprioceptive orientation. Since instructors and learners should both be involved in
teaching activities in a multisensory way, the traditional teaching methods which relies on auditory
modalities should no longer be encouraged. For example, it is not recommended that Spanish-speaking
students merely listen and repeat the English /b/-/v/ contrast. Since bilabials and labiodentals are
categorized as visible sounds according to MMA, supplementary visual input and drawing attention to
lip configuration help learners master this minimal pair within one hour (Odisho, 2007: 9).
Furthermore, Odisho also promoted that teachers should make full use of all the body and facial
gestures, which he believes are “extremely helpful in teaching pronunciation”, and these benefits range
from the learning of phonemic features to suprasegmental features (Odisho, 2014: 81).
The three studies included in the present PhD dissertation consist of multimodal training
interventions which actively make use of gestures to boost the acquisition of L2 phonological features.
We thus allocate our training method in the abovementioned two approaches.

3.3. Cognitive theories of gesture perception and production
Within the embodied cognition paradigm and in line with the multimodal/multisensory
approaches reviewed before, gesture and speech have been regarded as an integrated system, rather
than two independent domains. Hence, people gesture when they speak and gestures do not only affect
the communication itself but also modulate speakers’ thought (e.g., Goldin-Meadow & Wagner, 2005;
Goldin-Meadow, 2010; 2011).
Several theories have been proposed regarding the role that gestures play in cognition, language
processing and language learning. For instance, Krauss, Chen, and Gottesman (2000) proposed the
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“lexical gesture process model”, suggesting that “lexical gestures”4 can aid speech production by
facilitating speakers at the stage of lexical retrieval. Recently, de Ruiter (2017) formulated the
“Asymmetric Redundancy Hypothesis” claiming that iconic gestures provide additional visual and
redundant information. This redundant information provides extra channels for speakers to correctly
perceive and comprehend speech. Thus, gestures do not merely complement but enhance
communication (de Ruiter, Bangerter, & Dings, 2012).
Similarly, Kita and Özyürek (2003) claimed that since gestures come from the interface
representation between speech and spatio-motoric processing (Interface Hypothesis), they contribute
to speech planning specifically by helping speakers organize the spatial information in speech.
Following

this,

Kita,

Alibali,

and

Chu

(2017)

extended

the

framework

to

the

“Gesture-for-Conceptualization Hypothesis” claiming that all gestures are representational, contribute
to speaking and thinking, and always schematize the information that facilitates people’s
conceptualization. In this way, gestures facilitate speakers’ speech production.
From a broader perspective, Hostetter and Alibali (2008) proposed the GSA framework
(Gesture-as-Simulated-Action Framework) to account for how gesture is produced from embodied
cognitive system. According to GSA, perception and stimulated action mutually determine each other
and gesture is therefore the result of perception and action. In other words, the generation of gestures
and actions share the same processing system and gestures make embodied cognition visible.
Additionally, a number of studies have found that gestures tend to reduce cognitive load.
Specifically, producing meaningful hand gestures other than merely making hand movement could
significantly reduce demands on working memory (Cook, Yip, & Goldin-Meadow, 2012). Also,
producing gestures could also help to save cognitive resources to enhance memorization
(Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Kelly, & Wagner, 2001). Moreover, gestures also benefit speech
production by reducing cognitive resources even when the referent is not visibly present (Ping &
Goldin-Meadow, 2010). By contrast, some studies reported contradictory findings, suggesting that in
some cases, gestures may tax learners’ cognition. Especially in mathematical instruction, gestures

The authors defined “lexical gestures” as a coherent category of movements, generated by a uniform process, that play a
role in speech production (Krauss et al., 2000: 6).
4
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were found not to be always helpful in learning (Yeo, Ledesma, Nathan, Alibali, & Church, 2017),
nor retaining the learning effects (Byrd, McNeil, D’Mello, & Cook, 2014). However, as the authors
claimed, one of the important reasons that may account for the negative results is that, when gestures
provide redundant information, it may in turn moderate or even interfere with the effects of learning
and retention (Byrd et al., 2014: 1986; Yeo et al., 2017: 9). Thus, in our view, though these findings
revealed negative results, these studies have provided instructors with important references to design
training materials rather than denying the benefits of gestures in learning.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that accoding to McNeill (1992)’s classification for gestures, body
co-speech body movements were first classified into gestures and non-gestures. Non-gestures,
according to him, include self-touching and object manipulation. The rest of the movements are then
considered co-speech gestures, which are categorized as: imagistic (e.g., iconic, metaphorical, deictic)
and non-imagistic (e.g., beat gestures) (McNeill, 1992: 78). The gestures in this thesis are instructional
and mainly encode phonetic and prosodic features not limited to speech rhythm, and we thus term
them as visuospatial hand gestures. Therefore, these gestures are not strictly part of McNeill (1992)’
classification.

4. HYPOTHESES
Based on the literature review, we outline the list of hypotheses of this PhD thesis. The main
underlying hypothesis is that visuospatial hand gestures will facilitate the pronunciation at both
segmental and suprasegmental levels. We will carry out three experimental studies in order to assess
this hypothesis in the acquisition of three different vocal and consonantal features: (a) the vowel length
contrasts, (b) the aspiration features of consonants; and (c) the roundedness of vowels.

4.1 Study 1
Previous studies have revealed contradictory results regarding the effects of hand gestures on the
perception and production of Japanese vowel length contrasts. Some empirical studies have reported
limited effects of a type of hand gesture which encodes durational contrasts (Hirata & Kelly, 2010;
Hirata et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2017; Kelly & Hirata, 2017, see section 1.2.3.4 for
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more details). In these experiments, the association of a beat gesture (representing the short vowel) and
a metaphorical gesture (showing the long vowel by a hand sweep) was not proven to be useful in
facilitating the perception of durational contrasts.
However, durational gestures continue to be used in educational contexts. In the context of the
Verbotonal Method, for instance, Roberge et al. (1996) proposed a series of gestures based on the
original method developed by Guberina (1970, 1972) to help teach Japanese pronunciation,
particularly regarding suprasegmental features. Some studies suggest that horizontal gestures (i.e.,
gestures encoded horizontally in space) representing duration may help the learning of vowel length
contrasts (Kawaguchi, 1987; Klein 2010). Also, Hudson (2011) observed that in actual classroom
teaching, teachers’ instructional gestures often map temporal duration to spatial distance (see Section
1.2.3.3 for details).
Therefore, in Study 1, we aim at expanding this line of research by creating a new type of gesture,
i.e., gestures encoding durational features in space to represent the durational contrasts, and by
assessing not only speech perception but also production. We thus hypothesize that visuospatial
gestures mimicking vowel length contrasts may help Catalan speakers to perceive and to produce
Japanese vowel length contrasts.

4.2 Study 2
Study 2 will focus on the potential benefits of using visuospatial hand gestures for the acquisition
of Mandarin Chinese aspiration contrasts in the consonantal domain. Mandarin Chinese has six
minimal pairs of consonants (plosives and affricates) contrasting only in aspiration: i.e., /p/-/pʰ/; /t/-/tʰ/;
/k/-/kʰ/; /ts/-/tsʰ/; /tɕ/-/tɕʰ/ and /tʂ/-/tʂʰ/ (Duanmu, 2007). Since this is not the case for most European
languages, this asymmetry may cause difficulties in the pronunciation of consonants (e.g., Chen et al.,
2013, for more details, see session 1.2.3.5).
In Study 2, our aim is to assess the potential benefits of visuospatial hand gestures cueing novel
articulatory features in both speech perception and production. We hypothesize that visuospatial
gestures cueing the aspirated features improve the perception and production of Mandarin consonantal
aspiration Catalan speakers.
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Following Zhang (2002), we adapted the gestures used in Amand & Touhami (2016): opening the
palm with the five fingers forwards cueing the strong air burst of the aspirated sounds, while no
gestures are performed over unaspirated sounds.

4.3 Study 3
Recent studies have suggested that highlighting novel segmental contrasts while positioning them
in suprasegmentally prominent positions might have an effect also on improving L2 segmental
pronunciation (Missaglia 1999, 2007; Alazard, Astésano & Billières, 2011; Guberina, 1970; Guberina,
Kitahara, Naito, 1981). Similarly, the use of visuospatial hand gestures mimicking prosodic
information (like pitch gestures) have been shown to boost the acquisition of L2 prosodic features (e.g.,
Baills, Suárez-González, González-Fuente, & Prieto, 2019; Morett & Chang, 2015; Yuan,
González-Fuente, Baills, & Prieto, 2019). Yet, little is known about whether highlighting L2
segmental information with prosodic and gestural strategies might improve L2 learners’ pronunciation
not only at the suprasegmental level but also at the segmental level.
Study 3 will investigate the L2 learning of French rounded vowels. Our hypothesis is that
visuospatial gestures performed over the whole phrase improve the pronunciation of French
front-rounded vowels as well as the prosodic features by elementary-level learners.
We expect that prosodic and gestural highlighters of the target rounded vowels /y/ and /œ/ will
lead to largest gain compared to the other two conditions, which will not show any gestures and will
collocate the target vowels at either non-nuclear position or nuclear postion. We also expect to see a
gain at the level of the suprasegmental features.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
5.1 Study 1: Observing and producing durational hand gestures facilitates the
pronunciation of novel vowel length contrasts
5.1.1 Research questions
Study 1 examines the effects of a horizontal hand sweep gesture encoding duration differences on
durational contrasts in novel Japanese vocabulary. We will expand the work performed by preceding
investigations by assessing not only the role of hand gestures in perception but also in production.
We thus address the following research questions: Does the use of visuospatial hand gestures
encoding durational features facilitate the perception and production of novel vowel length contrasts?
We have two main predictions. In relation to perception, training participants in the observation
of durational hand gestures may enhance L1 Catalan speakers’ accuracy of identifying the Japanese
vowel length contrasts. Second, in relation to production, training participants to actively produce
durational hand gestures may enlarge the ratio of long vowels to short vowels in Japanese speech
production.
5.1.2 Participants
Fifty right-handed Catalan-speaking students (44 females, six males, M age = 19.86 years, age
range: 18-29 years) were recruited from the Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona. Prior to the
experiment, participants answered a questionnaire about their age, gender, linguistic background
(percentage of dominance of Catalan relative to Spanish and foreign language ability) and musical
background (number of years studying music, instruments played, amount of time spent on a regular
basis listening to music and/or singing, and self-assessed music abilities). All the participants reported
speaking Catalan more than 75% of the time in daily verbal communication and none of them had
studied Japanese before.
5.1.3 Materials
The experiment consisted of a training session involving 10 pairs of Japanese words featuring
vowel length contrasts. This section describes the materials used in the familiarization phase, training
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session, pre- and posttests, and two control tasks, one to test musical perception skills and the other to
test working memory.
(1) Audiovisual materials for the familiarization phase
For the familiarization phase, a short 1.5-minute audiovisual sequence featuring one of the
training instructors was created in order to introduce the Japanese vowel system, and especially to
illustrate the vowel length contrasts. Japanese has five vowels, /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, and /u/, all of which have
durational contrasts (short and long) that can distinguish word meaning (e.g., ike ‘pond’ vs. ike:
‘reverence’). After this short introduction, participants were familiarized with the content of the
training sessions depending on the group they were assigned to. That is, participants in the NG group
were shown how to repeat the words only, whereas participants in the G condition learned how to
repeat the words while performing the gestures. The two contrasting words used in the familiarization
phase were not included in the training phase that followed.
(2) Audiovisual stimuli for the training of vowel length contrasts
The training stimuli consisted of ten pairs of Japanese disyllabic words contrasting in vowel
length (see Table 1). Five pairs were unaccented with the LH(H) accentual pattern (e.g., joko ‘side’),
while the other five pairs were accented with the HL(L) pattern (e.g., íto ‘thread’).5 For all the words,
the vowel length contrasts were located in the word-final syllable (e.g., joko ‘side’ vs. joko:
‘rehearsal’). This is because the word-final durational contrast has been found to be most difficult to
perceive (Tajima, Kato, Rothwell, Akahane-Yamada, & Munhall, 2008). All the syllables in the
target words complied with the phonotactic constraints of Catalan.
Table 1. Training stimuli (10 minimal pairs in Japanese and their English glosses) for the
vowel length contrasts
Word

‘Catalanized’
phonemic

English gloss

Word

‘Catalanized’ English gloss
phonemic

5

According to Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988), the surface tone patterns of standard (Tokyo) Japanese can be
classified as accented when they exhibit a sharp fall from high pitch to low (HL(L)) and unaccented when they lack such a
fall (LH(H)) (see Pierrehumbert & Beckman, 1988: 7-8). The IPA transcription of Japanese used here follows Okada
(1999).
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joko

transcription
yoko

side

ɕaɾe
kaze
goke
toko
íto
ʥíko
kúɾo
kádo
ído

xare
kaze
goke
toko
ito
tgiko
kuro
kado
ido

joke
wind
widow
bed
thread
accident
black
corner
water well

joko:

transcription
yoko:

rehearsal

ɕaɾe:
kaze:
goke:
toko:
íto:
ʥíko:
kúɾo:
kádo:
ído:

xare:
kaze:
goke:
toko:
ito:
tgiko:
kuro:
kado:
ido:

reward
taxation
word form
voyage
east
affairs
troubles
art of poetry
medicine

Two right-handed native-speaking Japanese instructors (one female) were videotaped while
producing the target word pairs. A total of 80 video clips were recorded (10 word pairs × 2 length
contrasts × 2 conditions × 2 instructors). All video recordings were performed in a professional
video-recording studio at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra with a PDM660 Marantz professional
portable digital video recorder and a Rode NTG2 condenser microphone. The videos featured a
white background and the upper half of the instructors’ bodies, and their faces were deliberately not
blurred so that both groups had access to face and lip information.
Prior to recording, the two instructors received brief training on how to perform speech and
gestures in accordance with our research needs. For the NG condition, both instructors produced the
target pairs of words in a natural way and without moving any part of their body apart from their lips.
For the G condition, they produced the same set of target words while making the stipulated hand
gestures: both instructors were asked to place their right hand in front of their body with the palm
facing the floor and then produce a horizontal palm-down gesture to the right side synchronized with
the duration of the target vowels (as illustrated in Figure 7). The durational contrasts were thus
illustrated by the duration of the gesture: the longer the vowel, the longer the spatial movement. For
each word, the instructors made a slight pause with the hand to indicate the syllabic boundary.
After recording, the videos were edited with Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2018 software. First, the
videos were digitally flipped so that the movement appeared to be made with the right hand.6 In
6

The female instructor reported being right-handed but preferred to perform the gestures with her left hand. As a result, it
was not necessary to flip the videos in which she appeared.
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order to control for any potential differences in the audio stimulus across the two conditions, the
audio track recorded in the NG condition was added to the video track of the G condition, replacing
the originally recorded audio material. To check that the resulting stimuli sounded natural, three
Japanese native speakers assessed the naturalness of the videos with a five-point Likert scale (from 1
‘very unnatural’ to 5 ‘very natural’). The results showed that the target stimuli sounded very natural
(M Naturalness = 4.81, SD =.49, SE =.04).
The training session consisted of the presentation of ten pairs of words (block 1) followed by a
repetition of these ten pairs of words (block 2). Figure 2 visually illustrates the temporal sequence of
presentation for two word pairs as they appeared in each condition. For each pair, first, a black
screen appeared with the orthographic transcription7 of the two words always in the same order (the
word with a short vowel followed by the word with a long vowel); second, a short video with one of
the two instructors speaking the word with or without gestures (depending on the condition) was
played; and finally, a 5-second black screen appeared, allowing participants to either repeat the word
or repeat the word while imitating the hand gesture, depending on the condition. Five of the word
pairs featured one instructor and the other five pairs featured the other instructor. The full sequence
of ten pairs was shown twice, with the pairs appearing in a different order the second time they were
shown. However, the order of words in each pair did not vary (first short vowel, then long vowel).

7

The phonemic transcription was ‘Catalanized’ to facilitate reading by Catalan-speakers.
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Figure 7. Screenshots of two trials of the training session in the NG condition (upper panel) and G
condition (lower panel). In the G condition, the male instructor is shown making the short-duration gesture
while pronouncing the short vowel in ‘kado’ while the female instructor is shown making the long-duration
gesture while pronouncing the long vowel in ‘tgiko:’. However, in the actual training video, for each word
pair, participants saw the same instructor make gestures for both short- and long-duration vowels.

(3) Auditory stimuli for the vowel length identification task in the pretest and posttests
The auditory stimuli for the pretest and posttest vowel length identification task consisted of four
carrier sentences embedding 20 words featuring the vowel length contrast in word-final position. Half
of these words also appeared in the training session, and the other half did not.
The four carrier sentences each consisted of three sentence-initial syllables and three
sentence-final syllables so that the target words always appeared in the central position (see Table 2).
The reason for having various carrier sentences was to minimize fatigue caused by monotony. Each
word pair was inserted into the same carrier sentence, though the carrier sentence used for that pair in
the pretest was not the same as that used in the posttest. For each test, half of the sentences were uttered
by one speaker and the other half by the other speaker, so that for each sentence, participants heard it
spoken by one speaker in the pretest and by the other speaker in the post-test.
Table 2. Target words and carrier sentences used in the pretest and posttest vowel length
identification tasks
Word pairs
toko/ toko:
joko/ joko:
kádo/ kádo:
ído/ído:
ʥíko/ ʥíko:
sotsu/ sotsu:
oɾe/ oɾe:
mizo/ mizo:

8

Carrier sentences in pretest8

Carrier sentences in posttest

[M] Koɾe-ga ___ to jomu.
‘This is pronounced as __’

[F] Aɾe-ga ___ deaɾu.
‘That is ___’

[F] Soko-wa ___ ga nai.
‘There does not exist ___’

[M] Soko-wa ___ ga aɾu.
‘There exists ___’

[M] Aɾe-ga ___ deaɾu.
‘That is ___’

[F] Koɾe-ga ___ to jomu.
‘This is pronounced as __’

[F] Soko-wa ___ ga aɾu.
‘There exists ___’

[M] Soko-wa ___ ga nai.
‘There does not exist___’

[F] means that the sentence was read by the female speaker; [M] means that the sentence was read by the male speaker.
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The audio recordings were performed in the radio studio at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra using
professional equipment, and later edited with Audacity 2.1.2 software. All sentences were recorded
twice at a normal speech rate by the same two instructors as in the training session. Later, the clearest
and most natural-sounding samples were selected for the final audio files. In total, 40 audio files were
created (20 sentences × 2 tests). They were then uploaded to the SurveyGizmo9 online survey builder
and automatically randomized by the software.
(4) Auditory stimuli for the imitation task in pretest and posttest
The auditory stimuli for the pretest and posttest vowel length imitation task consisted of two
carrier sentences, one for each test, embedding 20 words featuring the vowel length contrast in
word-final position. Half of these words also appeared in the training session, and the other half did not.
The words and carrier sentences were different from those used in the vowel length identification task.
However, like in the identification task, the two carrier sentences consisted of three sentence-initial
syllables and three sentence-final syllables so that the target words always appeared in the central
position (see Table 3). And again each pair appeared in one sentence in the pretest but in a different
sentence in the posttest. Participants listened to the same sentences twice, once in the pretest uttered by
one speaker and the second time in the posttest uttered by the other speaker.
The recording and material preparation procedures was that same as that followed for the
identification task.
Table 3. Target words and carrier sentences used in the pretest and posttest vowel length
imitation tasks
Word pairs
ɕaɾe/ ɕaɾe:
kaze/ kaze:
goke/ goke:
íto/íto:
kúɾo/ kúɾo:
sake/ sake:
9
10

Carrier sentences in pretest10

Carrier sentences in posttest

[M] Koɾe-ga ___ deaɾu.
‘This is ___.’

[F] Aɾe-ga ___ to jomu.
‘That is pronounced as ___.’

[F] Koɾe-ga ___ deaɾu.
‘This is ___.’

[M] Aɾe-ga ___ to jomu.
‘That is pronounced as ___.’

www.surveygizmo.com
[F] means that the sentence was read by the female speaker; [M] means that the sentence was read by the male speaker.
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iso/ iso:
áse/áse:
íɕo/íɕo:
sáju/ sáju:

[M] Koɾe-ga ___ deaɾu.
‘This is ___.’

[F] Aɾe-ga ___ to jomu.
‘That is pronounced as ___.’

(5) Materials for the perceptual musical test of rhythm and pitch
As musical aptitude seems to play a role in speech processing (e.g., Chobert & Besson, 2013;
Sadakata & Sekiyama, 2011), participants were asked to undertake a perceptual music test for pitch
and rhythm through two subsets of the Profile of Music Perception Skills (PROMS)11 test developed
by Law and Zentner (2012). Each subtest consisted of 18 randomized trials of varying difficulty
where participants had to listen to a series of audio files. In the pitch test, for each trial, participants
listened twice to the same pure tone, followed by a short interval and a comparison pure tone. The
participants then had to indicate whether or not the comparison pure tone differed from the initial
two. In the rhythm test, for each trial, the participants heard the same rhythmic sequence played
twice with non-melodic drum-beats, followed by a short interval and another rhythmic sequence.
Again, their task was to indicate whether the third sequence had the same rhythm as the first two or
not. In their responses, the participants could choose among five options: definitely different,
probably different, I don’t know, probably the same, and definitely the same.
(6) Material for working memory test
Working memory was assessed by the maximum number of words that the participants could
remember after listening to various sequences of words in Catalan, which is an adaptation of the
classical free recall word list memory task (Henry, Messer, Luger-Klein & Crane, 2012). A total of
24 lists composed of commonly-used Catalan words were selected as the test materials (see
Appendix 1). The lists contained several words ranging in number from four (minimum) to nine
(maximum). There were four lists for each of the six ranges.
The words were read by a native Catalan speaker and videotaped in a soundproof room. The
resulting video was then edited using Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2018 software and cut into sections

11

Available at https://www.uibk.ac.at/psychologie/fachbereiche/pdd/personality_assessment/proms/index.html.en
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each containing only one string of words. This generated a set of 24 video segments which were
embedded into a PowerPoint presentation.
5.1.4 Experimental procedure
The full experimental procedure was carried out in a room at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra’s
Poblenou campus. Participants were tested individually, and no feedback was provided during the
entirety of the experiment. Participants were video-recorded during the experiment to ensure that they
performed the tasks correctly.
A summary of the experimental procedure can be seen in Figure 8. Prior to the experiment,
participants signed a consent form and answered a questionnaire about their age, gender, and linguistic
and musical background, as noted above. They also performed the two perceptual musical tests for
rhythm and pitch. To control for potential differences between the two experimental groups,
participants were assigned to one of the two training conditions (N = 25 in each condition) in such a
way that average scores by group would be similar (NG condition M Music Score = 24.72, SD = 5.86, SE =
1.17, G condition M Music Score = 24.00, SD = 6.03, SE = 1.2).
The experiment itself started with a familiarization phase in which the participants watched a
1.5-minute video introducing Japanese vowel length contrasts. This was followed by the pretest, which
consisted of the vowel length identification task and the imitation task, each lasting 3 minutes. After
the pretest, the participant underwent the audiovisual training session, which lasted 2.5 minutes. This
was followed by the posttest consisting of the same tasks as the pretest, and, finally, the working
memory test.

Figure 8. Experimental procedure
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In the vowel length identification task, participants were instructed to work their way through a
sequence of 20 online survey questions, each one appearing individually on the screen. Each survey
question offered written instructions in Catalan and a carrier sentence in Japanese written in
Catalan-adapted phonemic transcription with a blank space in the middle (see sample screenshot in
Figure 9 and list of carrier sentences in Table 3). A mouse click enabled participants to activate an
audio recording to hear the sentence which they were instructed to listen to only once. Having heard
the word, they had to decide whether the second syllable of the word they had heard contained a long
or a short vowel. Once they had done this, they proceeded to the next screen. The twenty audio items
were automatically randomized by the software.

Figure 9. Sample survey screen from the vowel length identification task12

The target words, instructions, and procedure were the same for pretest and posttest. However, as
noted above, the order of carrier sentences and speakers varied across tests.
In the imitation task, participants worked their way through a continuation of the online survey,
which in this case instructed them to repeat a total of 20 Japanese sentences with the target words
embedded in the central position (see list in Table 4). However, the individual screens in this task
merely showed written instructions—the carrier sentences were not presented in any written form (see
12

Figures 4 and 5 show English translations of the survey screens; the actual experimental materials were in Catalan.
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sample screen in Figure 10). Here, after playing the audio file once, participants were supposed to
repeat the sentence they had heard and then confirm that they had done so by selecting the option “Yes,
I have repeated it”.. Participants’ oral productions were recorded throughout the task. They then
clicked on ‘Next’ to move on to the next item. Again, items were presented in a randomized order.

Figure 10. Sample survey screen from the vowel length imitation task

The target words and testing procedure were identical for pretest and posttest, except for the
carrier sentences and speakers.
In the training phase, participants watched the training video containing 10 pairs of words
repeated in two blocks. In the NG condition, participants watched the instructor produce both words of
each pair consecutively and then repeated the two words aloud. In the G condition, they watched the
instructor produce the two words while performing the gestures and then repeated the words aloud
while also mimicking the gestures. The training phase lasted approximately 2.5 minutes.
As for the perceptual music tests, participants were sent a link to access the rhythm and pitch tests
online the day before the experiment.13 Upon finishing the tests, their scores were automatically
generated and exported from PROMS. The full procedure lasted approximately 15 minutes.
Regarding the working memory task, each participant was assisted by the experimenters to
complete the working memory test. This involved an experimenter taking the participant through a
PowerPoint presentation in which were embedded short video files, each one featuring a list of words.
13

These tests are available at: https://webapp.uibk.ac.at/psychologie/musiquote/index.php/656188/lang-ca-valencia
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Starting with the four-word strings, the participant first heard the list and then had to repeat it to the
best of their ability. If the participant managed to repeat the full four-word list correctly, the
experimenter moved on to the five-word strings, six-word strings, and so on. Whenever participants
failed to repeat a string correctly, they were asked to move back to strings with a lower number of
words. The final score equaled the number of words in the lists that the participant could recall four
times without errors.
5.1.5 Coding of data
Participants’ responses were assessed according to a binary rating system whereby a correct
answer was given a score of ‘1’ and an incorrect answer ‘0’. The ‘Accuracy Rate’ (see statistical
analysis section below) was obtained by calculating the percentage of correct answers over the total
number of trials for each participant, with separate rates calculated for pretest and posttest.
In order to acoustically assess participants’ performance on vowel length contrasts, participants’
oral productions during pretest and posttest were acoustically analyzed using PRAAT software
(Boersma & Weenink, 2013). For each sentence, the initial and final boundaries of the target word and
the final vowel of the target syllable were labeled. Thus, two tiers were created, a word tier and a target
vowel tier (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Spectrogram, pitch contour, and annotation scheme of the target Japanese word pair share ‘joke’
(left panel) and share: ‘reward’ (right panel) produced by a participant. The two tiers of the annotation scheme
show the target words (‘share’ and ‘share:’) and the starting and ending points of the respective target vowels (‘e’
and ‘e:’).
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After annotation, the duration of each labeled vowel was automatically extracted by means of a
PRAAT script.14 For each pair of words produced, a ‘Mean Duration Ratio’ comparing the duration of
the long vowel and the duration of its short counterpart was calculated for each participant, with pretest
and posttest ratios calculated separately.
As noted above, the pre-experimental questionnaire elicited information about each
participant’s musical background (see Appendix 2). Following Zhang, Baills, and Prieto (2018, in
press), this information was used to generate an overall score, which we labeled ‘Musical
Experience’, by coding participants’ answers as follows: (a) for the years spent studying music, one
point for each year; (b) for the number of instruments played, one point for each instrument; and (c)
for how often they reported singing and/or listening to music, 5 points if the participants had
answered ‘daily’ frequency, 4 points for ‘5–6 days per week’, 3 for ‘3–4 days per week’, 2 for ‘1–2
days per week, 1 for ‘occasionally’, and 0 for ‘never’. Following Law and Zentner (2012), the
questionnaire had also asked participants to characterize their musical skills on a five-point scale,
ranging from 1 for ‘non-musician’ to 5 for ‘professional musician’. These four scores were then
added to yield the ‘Musical Experience’ score.
Regarding musical aptitude, participant scores on the perceptual musical tests of pitch and
rhythm were automatically generated by the PROMS online testing system. These results, which we
labeled ‘Music Score’, ranged from 6 to 37. From this data a TwoStep Cluster analysis (Tavakoli,
2013) was applied using SPSS software in such a way that participants were automatically classified
into two different levels in terms of musical ability, namely higher (M = 29.81, SD = 2.960, SE =.464)
and lower (M= 20.40, SD = 4.014, SE =.745). This gave us a new independent variable, ‘Music
Level’15 to add to the database.
5.1.6 Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was carried out using IBM SPSS Statistics 19.

14

The script was created by Mietta Lennes and modified by Dan McCloy.
Note that we only assessed the perceptual abilities for rhythm and pitch. The name we have chosen for this variable is not
intended to imply that it measured overall musical ability in its broadest sense.
15
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First, we checked whether the participants in the NG and G groups were not statistically different
in terms of Age, Music Score, Musical Experience, and Working Memory. Four independent samples
t-tests were run and the results were as follows: (1) Age: t (48) = –.605, p =.548; (2) Music Score16: t
(48) =.428, p =.670; (3) Musical Experience: t (47.965) =.035, p =.973; and (4) Working Memory: t
(48) =.215, p =.831. These results confirmed that there was no significant difference between the two
experimental groups.
For the vowel length identification task, we ran a Generalized Linear Mixed Model (henceforth
GLMM) with Accuracy Rate as the independent variable. The fixed factors were Condition (two levels:
No Gesture and Gesture), Test (two levels: pretest and posttest), and their interactions. Music Level
(two levels: higher and lower) and Working Memory (scaled from 4 to 7) were also included as fixed
factors. Sequential Bonferroni comparisons were applied to the post-hoc pairwise comparisons.
For the vowel length imitation task, we ran a GLMM with Accuracy Rate as the independent
variable. The fixed factors were the same as in the GLMM applied to the vowel length identification
task.
In addition, in each task, the effect sizes (Cohen’s d, see Cohen, 1988:19-74) were calculated by
comparing the means and standard deviations of the dependent variables at posttest and pretest.
5.1.7 Results
Figure 12 shows the mean Accuracy Rate obtained for the vowel length identification task
across conditions (NG and G) and tests (pretest and posttest). The descriptive data (see Table 4 and
Figure 12) show that participants in the G group improved more (M = 8%) than those in the NG
group (M = 4.2%) from pretest to posttest.
Table 4 Mean Accuracy Rate (%) in the vowel length identification task across conditions
and tests

Pretest
Posttest
16

M
74.00
78.20

NG condition
SD
SE
13.385
2.677
13.061
2.612

M
68.80
76.80

G condition
SD
15.294
11.354

SE
3.059
2.271

Recall that Music Score was obtained before applying the TwoStep Cluster, which yielded Musical Level.
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Figure 12. Mean Accuracy Rates obtained in the vowel length identification task across the
Group (NG and G) and Test (pretest and posttest) conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.
The GLMM analysis revealed a main effect of Test (F (1, 92) = 15.851, p <.001), showing that
participants’ Accuracy Rate differed significantly from pretest to posttest, and also a main effect of
Music Level (F (1, 92) = 13.874, p <.001), suggesting that participants’ musical aptitude is
important for vowel length identification abilities. Post-hoc analyses revealed that participants
obtained a significantly higher Accuracy Rate in the posttest than in the pretest (M Accuracy Rate (posttest) =
77.50% > M

Accuracy Rate (pretest)

= 71.40%; t (92) = -3.981, p <.001), confirming that both training

methods, with or without gestures, improved the accuracy of vowel length identification. Regarding
the effect of Music Level, we found that participants with higher Musical Level obtained
significantly higher Accuracy Rates than those with lower Musical Level (M Accuracy Rate (higher musical level)
= 81.79% > M

Accuracy Rate (lower musical level)

= 69.14%; t (92) = 3.725, p <.001). In other words,

participants with a higher Musical Level may generally be better at identifying the vowel length
contrasts than those with a lower Musical Level, independently of the training condition or the test.
By contrast, we did not find any significant interaction of Condition * Test (F (1, 92) = 1.538, p
=.218), suggesting that the improvement of the G group from pretest to posttest was not statistically
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larger than that of the NG group, although effect size for G group (d =.594) was larger than for NG
group (d =.318).
As for the results of the vowel length imitation task, Figure 13 (and Table 5) shows the Mean
Duration Ratio from the vowel length imitation task across conditions (NG and G) and tests (pretest
and posttest). The improvement in the Mean Duration Ratio from pretest to posttest for the G group
(M = 1.01) was larger than that seen for the NG group (M =.30). Effect size was larger for the G
group (d = 2.225) than for the NG group (d =.695).
Table 5 Mean Duration Ratio in the vowel length imitation task

Pretest
Posttest

M
1.71
2.01

NG condition
SD
.39
.47

SE
.78
.09

M
1.61
2.62

G condition
SD
.39
.51

SE
.78
.10

Figure 13. Mean Duration Ratio obtained in the vowel length imitation task across the Group
(NG and G) and Test (pretest and posttest) conditions. Error bars indicate standard error.
The results of the GLMM analysis revealed a main effect of Test (F (1, 92) = 220.864, p <.001),
a main effect of Condition (F (1, 92) = 4.357, p =.040), and a significant two-way interaction
between Condition and Test (F (1, 92) = 65.370, p <.001). Post-hoc comparisons revealed that
participants in general improved significantly after training (M posttest = 2.315 > M

pretest

= 1.66, p
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<.001). Although the Mean Duration Ratio of the two groups did not differ at pretest (F (1, 92) =.982,
p =.324), the two groups obtained significantly different Mean Duration Ratios at posttest, with the
G group outperforming the NG group (M Accuracy Rate (G) = 2.62 > M Accuracy Rate (NG) = 2.01; F (1, 92) =
18.814, p <.001). These results suggest that although both groups improved significantly after
training, training with gestures led to a significantly larger improvement in the production task.
To sum up, the results of the identification task reported here showed that although both groups
improved significantly from pretest to posttest, training with gestures did not significantly enhance
their accuracy in perceiving the vowel length contrasts in Japanese words more than training without
gestures. By contrast, the results of the vowel length imitation task reported here revealed that
Catalan-speakers without prior knowledge of Japanese who were trained to observe and produce
durational gestures obtained a larger improvement in producing the target durational differences in
Japanese words than those who were trained without gestures. This result is noteworthy since what
was asked of these participants was fairly challenging in that they were asked to full sentences and not
just words in isolation.

5.2 Study 2: The benefits of visuospatial hand gestures in the perception and
production of novel aspirated consonants
5.2.1 Research questions
Although previous studies have made some achievement in assessing the role of visuospatial
hand gestures in learning L2 segments (Amand & Touhami, 2016; van Maastricht et al., accepted,
2019), to our knowledge, little research has assessed the role of gestures in the perception and
production at segmental level.
In line with the aforementioned studies, Study 2 further investigates whether the use of
visuospatial hand gestures cueing articulatory features facilitates the perception and production of
novel segmental contrasts. We thus address the following research questions: Does the use of
visuospatial hand gestures cueing consonantal articulatory release facilitate the pronunciation of novel
aspiration contrasts?
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We have two main predictions. First, in relation to perception, training participants with
visuospatial hand gestures may enhance Catalan speakers’ accuracy in identifying the consonantal
aspiration contrasts of Mandarin. Second, in relation to production, training participants to actively
produce hand gestures will improve the pronunciation of aspirated consonants.
5.2.2 Participants
In a between-subject experiment with a pretest and posttest design, 50 Catalan-speaking
undergraduate students will be recruited from the Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona. Prior to the
experiment, participants will answer a questionnaire about their age, gender, linguistic background
(percentage of dominance of Catalan relative to Spanish and foreign language ability) and musical
background (number of years studying music, instruments played, amount of time spent on a regular
basis listening to music and/or singing, and self-assessed music abilities). All the participants should
speak Catalan more than 75% of the time in daily verbal communication and none of them should have
studied Mandarin before.
They will then be randomly assigned to one of the following two conditions: (a) the No Gesture
(NG) condition, in which the instructors in the training video produce each training word without body
movement and the participants should repeat each word after them. In the (b) Gesture (G) condition,
the instructors in the training video perform gestures when producing the aspirated consonants and
participants have to repeat both the training words and the hand gestures.
5.2.3 Materials
The experiment will consist of an introductory phase and a training session involving six pairs of
Mandarin consonants contrasting in aspiration. Before and after the training session, an identification
task and an imitation task will be administered as the pretest and posttest, respectively. This section
will explain the materials for the abovementioned phases.
(1) Audiovisual materials for the familiarization phase
For the familiarization phase, a short 3.5-minute audiovisual sequence featuring one of the
training instructors will be created in order to introduce the aspiration of Mandarin consonants. After
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this short introduction, participants will be familiarized with the content of the training sessions
depending on the group. That is, participants in the NG group will be shown how to repeat the words
only, whereas participants in the G condition will learn how to repeat the words while performing the
gestures. The two contrasting words used in the familiarization phase will not be included in the
training phase.
(2) Audiovisual stimuli for the training session
Six pairs of disyllabic Mandarin words (12 words) contrasting only in consonantal aspiration
were selected as training stimuli (see Table 6). All pairs contrasted in the word-initial consonants (e.g.,
píyán ‘dermatitis’ vs. bíyán ‘rhinitis’).
Table 6. Stimuli for the training of consonantal aspiration
Target
pʰ
p
tʰ
t
kʰ
k
tsʰ
ts
tɕʰ
tɕ
tʂʰ
tʂ

Words17
píyán
bíyán
tān liàn
dān liàn
kǒu liáng
gǒu liáng
cuòwù
zuòwù
qīng lǐ
jīng lǐ
chùlì
zhùlì

Catalan adaptation
pʰi yan
pi yan
tʰan lian
tan lian
kʰou liang
kou liang
tsʰuo u
tsuo u
tsjʰing li
tsjing li
txʰu li
txu li

English Gloss
dermatitis
rhinitis
greed
one-side love
ration
dog food
error
crop
to clean
manager
to stand
boosting

Two right-handed native-speaking Mandarin instructors (one female) were videotaped while
producing the target words. A total of 36 video clips were recorded. (6 words with unaspirated
consonants × 2 instructors + 6 words with aspirated consonants × 2 instructors × 2 conditions18). All
the video recordings were performed at a professional video-recording studio at the Universitat

17

All the Mandarin words were transcribed with the pinyin (standard Romanized Chinese), in which the unaspirated
consonants are transcribed with alphabets (i.e., b, d, g, z, j, zh) that are usually used to represent voiced consonants in many
European languages. For the phonological description of Mandarin, see Duanmu (2007).
18
Because the training words with unaspirated consonants were not accompanied by any gestures, the video clips of
these words were identical across both conditions.
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Pompeu Fabra, with a PDM660 Marantz professional portable digital video recorder and a Rode
NTG2 condenser microphone. The videos featured a white background and the upper half of the body
of the instructors, and their faces were deliberately not blurred, so that both groups may access lips
information. For the two conditions without gestures, the instructors pronounced the training words
without any body movement apart from their lips.
Prior to recording, the two instructors received brief training on how to perform speech and
gestures in accordance with our research needs. For the NG condition, both instructors produced the
target pairs of words in a natural way and without moving any part of their body apart from their lips.
For the G condition, they spoke the same set of target words while making the stipulated hand gestures:
they raised both hands up to the shoulders and gestured from the clenched fist to the outstretched palm
towards the camera in order to illustrate the burst of aspiration when producing every aspirated
consonant (See Figure 13 for an example). The aspiration contrasts were thus illustrated by the
presence and absence of gestures: only the aspirated consonants were accompanied by gestures while
unaspirated counterparts had no gesture at all. In order to make the visualization more salient and to
avoid possible influence caused by hand preference, the gestures were made by both hands rather than
a single hand.
After recording, the videos were edited with Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2018 software. In order to
control for any potential differences in the audio stimulus across the two conditions, the audio track
recorded in the NG condition was added to the video track of the G condition, replacing the originally
recorded audio material. In both videos, the word pairs for training were put into three different
randomized blocks. The first block was designed to train participants in isolated words. Figure 13
visually illustrates the experimental sequence for two of the trials. The video first showed an isolated
word with unaspirated consonants in adapted Catalan transcription, and the two instructors appeared
one after another on the screen producing the word once per person, without any body movements
except for their lips. Then, the aspirated counterpart was presented on the screen in the same
transcription with a superscripted ‘h’ indicating aspiration after the target phoneme (e.g., the aspirated
counterpart of tsuo u ‘crops’ was written as tsʰuo u ‘error’). In order to make the target phonemes more
salient, all the target phonemes were illustrated in yellow in contrasting with the other part of the word
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written in white. In the NG condition, the two instructors presented one after another while uttering the
word once per person without any body movement as they did with the unaspirated consonants. By
contrast, in the G condition, they uttered the words with gestures performed over the aspirated
consonant. After the instruction of each isolated word, a brief instruction appeared on the black screen.
In the NG condition, participants were asked to ‘repeat the words’ while in the G condition, they were
instructed to ‘repeat the words and the gesture’. For each isolated word, participants were given 3
seconds to repeat the words aloud or repeat it with gestures depending on their training condition. In
total, there were twelve trials in the first sequence so that each isolated word was trained twice (one
instructor once).
The second and third training blocks were organized to train the word in pairs. First, the same
Catalan transcription as those in the first training block was presented in pairs on the screen. Then, the
two instructors appeared on the screen one after another speaking the pair of words. Just as in the first
training block, no gesture was shown at all in the NG condition, while in the G condition, only
aspirated consonants were uttered with gestures. At the end of the trial, the instruction appeared on the
screen indicating to the participants what they would have to do. The instruction was exactly the same
as that in the first training block. Participants were given 5 seconds to repeat the word pairs alone or
along with gestures depending on their condition. The trials were presented in random orders in both
the second and third training blocks. In total, each pair of words were trained four times (twice in each
training block). The duration of the training session was approximately 5.5 minutes.

Figure 13. Screenshots of two trials of the first training block in NG condition (upper panel) and two trials
in the G condition (lower panel). In the G condition, the instructors are showing the gesture performed over the
aspirated consonants. The training words are tsuo u ‘crops’ and tsʰuo u ‘error’.
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Figure 14. Screenshots of two trials of the second and third training blocks in NG condition (upper panel)
and two trials in the G condition (lower panel). In the gesture condition, the instructors are showing the gesture
performed over the aspirated consonants. The training words are tsuo u ‘crops’ and tsʰuo u ‘error’.

(3) Auditory stimuli for the identification task in the pretest and posttests
For the identification task, six pairs of Mandarin disyllabic words featuring the aspiration contrast
in the word-initial position were chosen. Half of these words also appeared in the training session, and
the other half did not. (see Table 7). For each test, half of the words were uttered by one speaker and
the other half by the other speaker, so that for each word, participants will hear it spoken by one
speaker in the pretest and by the other speaker in the post-test.
Table 7. Auditory stimuli for identification task

Target

Words

Trained

pʰ
p
tʰ
t
kʰ
k
tsʰ
ts
tɕʰ
tɕ

píyán
bíyán
tān liàn
dān liàn
kǔ lì
gǔ lì
cuòwù
zuòwù
qiéhé
jiéhé

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Catalan
transcription
pʰi yan
pi yan
tʰan lian
tan lian
kʰu li
ku li
tsʰuo u
tsuo u
tsjʰe he
tsje he

English Gloss
dermatitis
rhinitis
greed
one-side love
labor
encouragement
error
crop
stuffed eggplant
tuberculosis
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tʂʰ
tʂ

chǎn shì
zhǎn shì

No
No

txʰan xi
txan xi

to elucidate
to demonstrate

(4) Auditory stimuli for the imitation task in pretest and posttest
The stimuli for the imitation task consisted of six pairs of Mandarin words, different from the
words in the identification task (see Table 8). Same to the identification task, half of these words also
appeared in the training video, and the other half did not. And again each pair of words in the pretest
uttered by one speaker and the in the posttest uttered by the other speaker.
The recording and material preparation procedures were that same as that followed for the
identification task.
Table 8. Auditory stimuli for imitation task
Target
pʰ
p
tʰ
t
kʰ
k
tsʰ
ts
tɕʰ
tɕ
tʂʰ
tʂ

Words
pá shǒu
bá shǒu
tào lù
dào lù
kǒu liáng
gǒu liáng
cōng yóu
zōng yóu
qīng lǐ
jīng lǐ
chùlì
zhùlì

Trained
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

English gloss
thief
handle
strategy
road
ration
dog food
scallion oil
palm oil
to clean
manager
to stand
boosting

The audio recordings were performed in the radio studio at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra using
professional equipment, and later edited with Audacity 2.1.2 software. All words were recorded twice
at a normal speech rate by the same two instructors as in the training session. Later, the clearest and
most natural-sounding samples were selected for the final audio files. In total, 48 audio files were
created (12 words ×2 instructors ×2 tasks). They were then uploaded to the SurveyGizmo to create the
survey for the experiment and the pages were automatically randomized by the software.
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5.2.4 Experimental procedure
The full experimental procedure will be carried out in a room at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra’s
Poblenou campus. Participants will be tested individually, and no feedback will be provided during the
entirety of the experiment. Participants will be video-recorded during the experiment to ensure that
they perform the tasks correctly.
A summary of the proposed experimental procedure can be seen in Figure 15. Prior to the
experiment, participants will sign a consent form and answer a questionnaire about their age, gender,
and linguistic and musical background, as noted above. Then, they will be randomly assigned to one of
the two conditions (N=25), namely the NG and the G conditions. The experiment will start with a
familiarization phase; in which participants will watch a video introducing the aspiration of Mandarin
consonants. Prior to the pronunciation training session, they will have performed the identification task
and imitation task. Immediately after watching the training video, the participants will complete the
posttests, which consist of the same tasks as the pretests. Taken together, the experiment will be about
30 minutes.

Figure 15. Experimental procedure

For the identification task, participants will be instructed to work their way through a sequence of
12 online survey questions, each one appearing on a separate screen. Each screen offered written
instructions in Catalan (see sample screenshot in Figure 16). A mouse click will enable participants to
activate an audio recording to hear the target word, which they will be instructed to do only once per
screen. Having heard the word, they clicked on a circle to indicate which word they believe they have
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heard (the options will be given in adapted Catalan transcription). Once they have done this, they will
proceed to the next screen. The twelve audio items will be automatically randomized by the software.
Figure 16 shows an example which illustrates the procedure that have to be followed for the
identification task.

Figure 16. Screenshot of a sample page from the identification task.

The target words, instructions, and procedure will be the same for pretest and posttest. However,
as noted above, the speakers will vary across tests
For the imitation task, participants will repeat a total number of 12 Mandarin words (6 trained, 6
untrained, see Table 4). No transcription will be given. Here, after playing the audio file once,
participants will have to repeat the sentence they have heard and then confirm that they have done so
by clicking on a circle. All the items will be presented in a randomized order. The screenshot in Figure
17 shows one trial for the imitation task. Participants’ oral production will be recorded throughout the
task. They then click on ‘Next’ to move on to the next screen. Again, items will be presented in a
randomized order.
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Figure 17. Screenshot of a sample page from the imitation task

Participants will watch the training video involving 6 pairs of words repeated in three blocks. In
the NG condition, participants will watch the instructor produce the two words of the pair
consecutively and then repeated the two words aloud. In the G condition, they will watch the instructor
produce the two words while performing the gestures and then repeat the words aloud while also
mimicking the gestures. The training phase will last approximately 5.5 minutes.
5.2.5 Coding of data
A total of 1200 experimental responses will be obtained (50 participants × 12 identification
questions × 2 tests) from the identification task in pretest and posttest, and a total of 1200 recordings
(50 participants × 12 imitation items × 2 tests) will be obtained from the imitation task.
(1) Coding of data for the identification task
Participants’ responses will be assessed according to a binary rating system whereby a correct
answer will be given a score of ‘1’ and an incorrect answer ‘0’. The ‘Accuracy Rate’ will be obtained
by calculating the percentage of correct answers over the total number of trials for each participant,
with separate rates calculated for pretest and posttest.
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(2) Coding of data for the imitation task
The recordings in the imitation task will be rated by five Mandarin native speakers using a
nine-point Likert scale. They will rate on the accentedness and accuracy of aspiration. Before rating,
they will be shown some examples so as to get familiar with the rating system. Specifically, when
rating on the accentedness, they will have to listen to each word and to give ratings on how well the
word was pronounced with the following scale, where 9 for ‘native like’, while 1 for ‘not acceptable at
all’. When rating on the accuracy of aspiration, however, they will merely pay attention to the target
phoneme, i.e., the first initial consonant, with the following definitions of the scales, where 9 means
‘definitely accurate’ while 1 means ‘not accurate at all’. All the recordings will be presented to the
raters randomly, so that they are unaware of the training conditions and tests
(3) Musical Experience
The initial questionnaire will include information about the dominance of Catalan/Spanish,
foreign language knowledge and musical experience (see Appendix 2). In order to obtain a general
score for the Musical Experience, we will encode participants’ answers as follows: (a) for the years of
studying music, the points equal the number of years reported, (b) for the number of instruments
played, 1 point will be given for each instrument reported, (c) regarding the amount of time they report
spending on singing and listening to music, 5 points will be given if the participant reports daily
frequency, 4 points for 5-6 days per week, 3 for 3-4 days per week, 2 for 1-2 days per week, 1 if they
occasionally do so, and 0 if they never do so. From this same questionnaire we will also obtain a
measure of Self-Assessment on music. Following Law & Zentner (2012), a five-point scale will be
used: 1 for ‘non musician’; 2 for ‘music-loving non musician’; 3 for ‘amateur musician’; 4 for
‘semi-professional musician’ and 5 for ‘professional musician’. The sum of all these scores will
represent the general score for the Musical Experience.
5.2.6 Statistical analysis
First of all, we will check whether the participants in the two between-subject groups are
statistically different in terms of Age and Musical Experience. Two independent samples t-tests will
be run.
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The results of the identification task and the imitation task will be submitted to two GLMMs
using IBM SPSS Statistics 19. For the identification task, the dependent variable will be Accuracy
Rate. For the imitation task, the dependent variables will be the mean Accentedness and the mean
Aspiration Accuracy, both of which will be obtained from the rating session. For both GLMMs, the
fixed factors will be Condition (two levels: NG and GP), Test (two levels: pretest and posttest) as
well as their interactions. Sequential Bonferroni comparisons will be applied to the post-hoc pairwise
comparisons. Besides, in each task, the effect sizes (Cohen’s d’, see Cohen, 1988:19-74) will be
calculated by comparing the means and standard deviations of the dependent variables at posttest and
pretest. Finally, in order to check for the correlation between the accuracy of aspiration and the
accentedness, a correlation test will also be run between the Accentedness and the Aspiration
Accuracy.
5.2.7 Expected results
We expect that the results of both the identification task and the imitation task will support our
hypothesis that is, both groups have improvements after the brief training, but the GP group should
yield statistically larger improvements than the NG group.

5.3 Study 3: The benefits of visuospatial hand gestures in the learning of L2
vocal roundedness and suprasegmental features
5.3.1. Research questions
Although previous studies on the relevance of pitch gestures have shown consistent beneficial
effects on the pronunciation of L2 pitch and intonational features, less is known about the effects of
gestures which mimic rhythmic and intonational features on segmental features. Based on previous
studies, we hypothesize that using visuospatial hand gestures can improve L2 pronunciation at two
levels, i.e., segmental and suprasegmental levels. Moreover, as suggested by many approaches (e.g.,
CMP, VTM and their combination with other methods), highlighting novel segmental sounds
through prosodic prominence can also help boost pronunciation at the segmental level (see also
Missaglia 1999, 2007).
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The goal of Study 3 is thus to empirically assess the following research question: Does the use
of visuospatial hand gestures depicting prosodic features over the whole phrase improve the
pronunciation of novel L2 vowel contrasts as well as prosody? Our hypothesis is: visuospatial
gestures performed over the whole phrase improve the pronunciation of French front-rounded vowels
as well as the prosodic features by elementary-level learners. Specifically, we believe (1) that training
with prominent prosodic features would affect the accuracy of segmental pronunciation and (2) that
training learners with visuospatial hand gestures mimicking prosodic features can further improve
the pronunciation at the segmental level. To this end, we selected French as our target L2, a language
where front rounded vowels such as /y/ and /œ/ have been shown to be challenging for L2 learners
(e.g., Edwards & Zampini, 2008: 167). Specifically, nonnative speakers are reported being
significantly less accurate in perceiving French front/back rounded contrasts (Gottfried, 1984).
Moreover, the processing of front-back rounded (e.g., /y/-/u/) and the front rounded-unrounded (e.g.,
/y/-/i/) contrasts has also been shown to be difficult for learners with various proficiency levels (Levy
& Strange, 2008).
We thus propose a multimodal training paradigm with 3 conditions: (a) Non-prominence (NP)
group (control group) in which participants will be trained audio-visually with the target phoneme
collocated at non-nuclear positions; (b) Prosodic Prominence (PP) group, where participants will be
trained audio-visually but with target phonemes collocated at nuclear positions; and (c) Gestural and
Prosodic Prominence (GPP) group, which will train the participants with the same set of materials as
PP group but accompanied by gestures.
5.3.2 Participants
A total of 90 L1 Catalan learners of French will be recruited from the Universitat Pompeu Fabra
(UPF) and the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB). Before participating in the study, a
language proficiency test will be administered and all of them should have elementary French
proficiency (between A1 and A2 according to the CEFR). Prior to the experiment, participants will
answer a questionnaire about their age, gender, linguistic experience (percentage of dominance of
Catalan/Spanish and foreign language ability) and musical experience (number of years studying
music, instruments played by participants and amount of time they sing and listen to music, and
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self-assessment on music abilities). They will be randomly assigned to one of the three multimodal
training groups, namely, (a) Non-prominence (NP) (control group) (N=30), (b) Prosodic Prominence
(PP) group (N=30), and (c) Gestural and Prosodic Prominence (GPP) group (N=30).
5.3.3 Materials
(1) Training materials
The training materials consist of six short dialogues showing a common, everyday
communicative situation. Dialogues 1-3 are for the NP group, where the target phonemes will not
appear in nuclear positions while Dialogues 4-6 are for the two experimental groups, i.e., PP and GPP
group, where the target phonemes (/y/ and /œ/) are collocated at the nuclear position (See Table 9 for
examples).
Table 9. Sample sentences for the training phase
Phoneme

/y/

Non-prominent (NP)
J’ai attendu pour rien.
‘I waited for nothing.’
J’ai reçu cet avis ce matin.
‘I received this notice this morning.’

Prominent (P & GPP)
Repassez dans dix minutes!
‘Come back in ten minutes!’
Elle est brune.
‘She has brown hair.’

All the dialogues will be videotaped by two native French speakers. They will first produce the
dialogues in a real communicative situation, for example, in a classroom, on a school campus and so on.
Then, they will be videotaped in a professional studio at UPF. This time, they will stand in front of a
white wall with the upper half of the body visible and produce each sentence in isolation. Finally, all
the video clips will be edited using Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2018 and six training videos will be
created.
Across all the three conditions, the training of each dialogue will consist of two phases: first the
30-second dialogue and then the sentence-by-sentence training of the dialogue. For each sentence, first,
the transcription will appear on the screen for 2 seconds and then the instructor will speak the sentence
twice and a 5-second black screen with an instruction saying ‘repeat’ will appear so that participants
can make use of the time to mimic the instructor. Each dialogue will be trained twice in the same way.
As for the differences across conditions, in the training videos for NP and PP condition, the
instructor will produce the sentences without any body movement; while for the GPP condition, the
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instructor will produce the sentences along with gestures. The gesture will a combination of pitch
gesture and durational gesture mimicking the pitch track of the sentence with a special marker on the
nuclear configuration where the duration of the target phoneme will be enhanced and so will the
gestures show the durational features (see Figure 18).

Figure 18. Gestures mimicking pitch tracks of the whole phrase in GPP group

(2) Materials of pretest and posttest
Twenty French sentences will be selected as test materials for both pretest and posttest repetition
task. However, in order to test the generalization and the effect of training, half of the sentences will be
the same as the training materials, while the other half will be unrelated to the training session. Those
sentences will be read by two native speakers (the same as the instructors in the training phase) and
recorded. A short reading task involving a frequent presence of round vowels will also be included.
5.3.4 Experimental procedure
The study is a between-subject experiment with a pretest and posttest design. Students will first
take a French language proficiency test which focuses on oral skills. Those with an elementary French
proficiency will be selected as our participants. They will be randomly assigned to one of the three
training conditions: namely the NP (control) condition, the PP (experimental) condition and the GPP
(experimental) condition. The training will be done individually in a quiet experimental room and will
last around 15 minutes. During the training, they will watch the training videos and be asked to
perform their tasks depending on the condition that they are assigned to. Specifically, the NP group
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and PP group will watch the video and repeat the sentences after the instructor without any body
movement, while the GPP group will watch the video and repeat both the sentences and the gestures
after the instructor. Before and after the training, they will perform the pretest and posttest tasks with
the same set of materials. Figure 19 shows a summary of the proposed experimental procedure.

Figure 19. Experimental procedure

(1) French language proficiency test
Following Alazard (2013), a French language proficiency test will be administered to all the
students when recruiting participants. Since we mainly focus on the training of oral production, we
will evaluate the level of the learners’ oral abilities. The production assessment was designed based
on DELF-DALF19 examinations, and included a guided interview, phrase repetitions and a listening
activity (See Appendix 3). After the test, the recordings of the speech productions of the students will
be evaluated by a native French teacher according to both the CEFR scale (Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages) and the DELF-DALF. Students who meet the criteria of
A1-A2 will then be selected as the participants.
(2) Pre- and post- tests
Before and after the training phase, participants will have to complete a repetition task. In both
tests, they will be instructed to read 20 French sentences in a natural way and are recorded. This will
19

DELF (Diplôme d'études en langue française) and DALF (Diplôme approfondi de langue française) are official French
proficiency tests organized by the Ministry of National Education of France.
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be done individually in a quite computer room. The test materials will be identical for the two tests.
In total, 3600 audio recordings will be obtained from the two tests (90 participants * 20 sentences * 2
tests).
(3) Training session
In the training session, participants will have to watch videos and have to repeat the French
sentences aloud in the NP and PP conditions while in the GPP condition, they will have to repeat the
sentences aloud while mimicking the instructors’ gestures. The presentation sequence for each of the
sentences will last approximately 9 seconds, including 2 seconds for the written form, 7 seconds for
the training, and the participants will have 5 seconds to repeat the sentences orally (or along with the
gestures). Each participant will be trained with each sentence twice.
5.3.5 Data coding
(1) Data coding of the speech outcome at pretest and posttest
After the experiment, five native French-speaking raters will perform the pronunciation ratings
by assessing accentedness, comprehensibility, and fluency on a nine-point Likert scale. For example,
for the fluency rating, 1 means ‘not fluent at all’ while 9 means, ‘very fluent’;
As for the accuracy of the target vowels, raters will also be instructed to pay attention to each
phoneme and give ratings on how accurate the target round vowels will have been pronounced on a
nine-point Likert scale.
All the sentences produced at pretest and posttest by a single participant will be rated in pairs by
making sure that the order of presentation is random. Before rating, the raters will receive a brief
training with sample audios, so as to know how the audio should sound for each pronunciation
measure (e.g., how should ‘very fluent’ sound if they are about to give 9 points on fluency).
Interrater reliability will be checked with Cronbach’s Alpha.
(2) Data coding for the musical experience
The initial questionnaire will include information about the dominance of Catalan/Spanish,
foreign language knowledge and musical experience (see Appendix 2). In order to obtain a general
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score for the Musical Experience, we will code participants’ answers as follows: (a) for the years of
studying music, the points equals the number of years reported, (b) for the number of instruments
played, 1 point is given for each instrument reported, (c) regarding the amount of time they report
spending singing and listening to music, 5 points will be given if the participant report daily
frequency, 4 points for 5-6 days per week, 3 for 3-4 days per week, 2 for 1-2 days per week, 1 if they
occasionally do so, and 0 if they never do so. From this same questionnaire, we will also obtain a
measure of Self-Assessment on music. Following Law & Zentner (2012), a five-point scale is being
used: 1 for ‘non musician’; 2 for ‘music-loving non musician’; 3 for ‘amateur musician’; 4 for
‘semi-professional musician’ and 5 for ‘professional musician’. The sum of all these scores will
represent the general score for the Musical Experience.
5.3.6 Statistical analysis
First, participants should not differ significantly in terms of Age and Musical Experience which
will be shown by two independent sample t-tests.
The ratings obtained from the pretest and posttest will be submitted to two GLMMs using IBM
SPSS Statistics 19. There will be three dependent variables: Phoneme Accuracy, Accentedness,
Comprehensibility and Fluency and the fixed factors are Condition (three levels: Non-Prominence,
Prosodic Prominence and Gestural and Prosodic Prominent), Test (two levels: pretest and posttest) as
well as their interactions. Sequential Bonferroni comparisons will be applied to the post-hoc pairwise
comparisons. In order to check whether the three dependent variables mutually influence each other,
a correlation test should also be conducted. In addition, the effect sizes (Cohen’s d’, see Cohen,
1988:19-74) can be calculated by comparing the means and standard deviations of the dependent
variables at posttest and pretest.
5.3.7 Expected results
We expect that the PP group will outperform the NP group in terms of improving Accentedness,
Comprehensibility, Fluency and Phoneme Accuracy from pretest to posttest since the nuclear
position makes the target phoneme more salient and easier to perceive. However, with the aid of
visuospatial hand gestures, the GPP group would have even further improvement than the PP group.
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6. WORK PLAN
The first year (Sep. 2018-Sep. 2019)
1. Sep. 2018 – Dec. 2018


General literature review



Conduction of Study 1.

2. Jan. 2019 – May. 2019


Data analysis of Study 1



Writing the scientific article based on Study 1



Creation of materials of Study 2



Research design of Study 3

5. Jun. 2019 – Aug. 2019


Oral defense of Research Plan.



Oral presentation (accepted) of Study 1 at the 3rd Phonetics and Phonology in Europe

(PaPE 2019) in Lecce, Italy (Jun. 17-19).


Poster presentation (accepted) of Study 1 at New Sounds 2019 in Tokyo, Japan (Aug. 29-

Sep.1).


Submission of the scientific article based on Study 1.

The second year (Sep. 2019 – Sep. 2020)
1. Sep. 2019 – Dec. 2019


Conduction of Experiment 2.



Preparation of Experiment 3 (Collaboration with Dr. Lorraine Baqué, UAB).

2. Jan. 2020– May. 2020


Data analysis of Experiment 2



Writing of scientific article based on Study 2.

3. Jun. 2020 – Aug. 2020


Submission of Study 2 to the Conference of the International Society for Gesture

Studies (ISGS 9, 2020), Chicago, the USA (Jul. 7-10, 2020).


Conduction of Study 3
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Submission of scientific article of Study 2.

The third year (Sep. 2020- Sep. 2021)
1. Sep. 2020 – Dec. 2020:


Data analysis of Study 3



Writing up scientific article based on Study 3

2. Jan. 2021 – Apr. 2021


Oral presentation of the Study 3 at the 4th Phonetics and Phonology in Europe (PaPE

2021), Barcelona (date to be determined), correcting the article based on the comments and
feedback from the conference.


Submission of the scientific article of Study 3.



Writing the PhD thesis with a joint scientific assessment of the results of the 3 studies.

3. May. 2021- Aug. 2021


Completion of the PhD thesis



Defense.
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Hirata, Y., Kelly, S. D., Huang, J., & Manansala, M. (2014). Effects of hand gestures on auditory
learning of second-language vowel length contrasts. Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing
Research, 57(6), 2090-2101.
Hirata and colleagues did a series of studies investigating the role of multimodal input in the
perception of durational features. Specifically, the perception of Japanese vowel length contrasts as
well as vocabulary learning related to durational contrasts. We selected Hirata et al. (2014) because
this paper specifically focused on the role that durational hand gestures play in the perception of novel
vowel length. Their results showed that hand gestures were not helpful in the perception of perception
vowel length contrasts. According to the authors, a potential explanation of the negative results was the
specific gesture used to encode durational distinctions. They used a combination of beat gesture (for
short vowel) and horizontal hand sweep (for long vowel). The limited effect found for these gestures
gave rise to our Study 1. In order to further test the role of hand gestures in the acquisition of novel
vowel length contrasts in both speech perception and production dimensions, we adapted Hirata et al.
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(2014) to the experimental design of Study 1 and used a new type of gestures: representing both short
and long vowels in horizontal hand sweep.
Missaglia, F. (2007). Prosodic training of Italian learners of German: The Contrastive Prosody
Method. In Trouvain, J. & Gut, U. (Eds.), Non-native Prosody: Phonetic Description and
Teaching Practice, 237-258. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter.
Missaglia (2007) summarized the main principles of a practical teaching method ‘Contrastive
Prosody Method’ (CPM) and presented empirical evidence supporting its benefits in actual
pronunciation training. The origin of this method was to improve L1 Italian learners’ pronunciation
of German. CPM is a prosody-centered training method, which prioritizes the training of prosodic
features over that of segmental features. The author tested the effects of classroom training aiming at
improving L1 Italian learners’ German pronunciation. The learners were divided into two groups so
that they received either segment-centered training or prosody-centered training. The results showed
that the prosody-centered training was more successful in terms of global impression of
pronunciation judged by native speakers and reducing the error rates of segmental pronunciation.
Missaglia (2007) shed light on the idea that segmental pronunciation can be improved through a
prosody-centered training method, thus favoring L2 pronunciation at both suprasegmental and
segmental levels. This paper backs up the research design of our Study 3.

Shapiro, L., & Stolz, S. A. (2019). Embodied cognition and its significance for education. Theory
and Research in Education, 17(1), 19–39.
Shapiro and Stolz (2019) is a comprehensive overview of embodied cognition and its actual
application in the educational context. Accordign to them, embodied cognition mainly challenges
three central commitments of the computational theory of mind: (1) body-mind dualism, (2) amodal
symbol (a symbol is amodal when there is an arbitrary relation between its representation and its
referent), and (3) poverty of stimulus (the stimulation that the organ receives is not sufficient, but the
brain can make up the missing information by computation). They argued that physical experience
could enhance learning based on the claim that knowledge is grounded in sensorimotor routines
through the interaction between mind, body and environment. Following this argument, they
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illustrated the significance of embodied cognition in the educational context with some relevant
examples, with a special focus on the application of gestures. As we will be employing gestures as the
multimodal training method throughout the whole thesis and the idea of embodied cognition forms
part of our theoretical framework, this article provides a clear picture of how embodied cognition is
relevant to teaching. Therefore, we take it as a very important reference which backs up our research
design.

Smotrova, T. (2017). Making pronunciation visible: Gesture in teaching pronunciation. TESOL
Quarterly, 51(1), 59-89.
Smotrova (2017) is a microanalysis of video-recorded classroom activities, by one instructor
focused on the use of hand gestures in facilitating the perception and production of L2
suprasegmental features, i.e., syllabification, word stress and rhythm. When instructing
syllabification, the instructor nodded her head or tapped her fingers to make learners realize the
number of syllables. In order to mark word stress, the instructor consistently made an upward body
movement. As for the instruction of rhythm, the body movements were more complex, which
involved hand movements (hands moved upward and downward), head tilts and even the movement
of the whole body. It is worth noting that, during the instruction, students were actively engaged in
classroom activities: making body movement along with their instructor. Smotrova (2017) provided
a comprehensive observation of L2 pronunciation training in a real classroom setting. The data and
description reported in this article served as important reference for designing Study 3.

Van Maastricht, L., Hoetjes, M. & van der Heijden, L. (2019, August, 5-9, accepted). Multimodal
training facilitates L2 phoneme acquisition: an acoustic analysis of Dutch learners’ segment
production in Spanish. Proceedings of the International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, ICPhS
2019, Melbourne, Australia.

Van Maastricht et al. (2019) compared the effects of pointing and iconic gestures in pronunciation
training. They trained L1 Dutch speakers to pronounce the Spanish segments /u/ and /θ/ by (1) merely
listening to training audio; (2) watching training videos; (3) watching training videos in which the
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instructor pointed to her mouth; or (4) watching training videos in which the instructor mimicked the
articulatory features of the target phonemes through gestures. The results revealed that, compared to
audio-only modality, the visual modality generally yielded more improvement irrespective of
conditions; however, different phonemes should be trained with different multimodal methods.
Specifically, pointing gestures were more helpful in pronouncing /θ/, while iconic gestures were more
beneficial in pronouncing /u/. In other words, their findings revealed that gestures mimicking or
indicating articulatory features are helpful in speech production. Van Maastricht et al. (2019) was one
of the papers that motivated our plan for Study 2, in which we will evaluate the role of visuospatial
gestures mimicking the articulatory features of aspiration in favoring both speech perception and
production.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Word lists used in working memory test
Four words in a row
1. Coll, procés, govern, moviment
2. Grup, festa, vila, silenci
3. Família, raó, pell, escena
4. Veritat, tipus, vi, producció
Five words in a row
1. Rei, paraules, feina, llum, noia
2. Silenci, consell, majoria, llit
3. Llei, pedra, efecte, ciutat
4. Cor, societat, realitat, favor, gent,
Six words in a row
1. Període, terme, origen, condicions, segle, punt
2. Rei, boca, concepte, color, sang, acte,
3. Coneixement, ciència, lloc, mar, teatre, joc
4. Voluntat, posició, llocs, atenció, relacions, caràcter
Seven words in a row
1. Cos, quantitat, direcció, països, segles, acció, marit
2. Cambra, unitat, guerra, consciència, posició, hores, punts
3. Acord, importància, activitat, ombra, edat, imatge, carrer
4. Peu, diners, qüestió, funció, moments, fusta, perill
Eight words in a row
1. Muntanya, relació, església, foc, gust, existència, espai, paper
2. Autor, sistema, flors, problema, pensament, llengua, vegada, situació
3. Expressió, paraula, època, aigua, llei, pedra, efecte, ciutat
4. Amor, moment, principi, aspecte, casos, veritat, tipus, vi, producció
Nine words in a row
1. Elements, canvi, pobles, lluna, aire, coll, procés, govern, moviment
2. Grup, esperit, festa, història, vila, silenci, consell, majoria, llit
3. Família, ànima, raó, població, llenguatge, experiència, banda, pell, escena
4. Servei, fulles, nit, estudis, peus, idees, naturalesa, classe, vegades
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Appendix 2: Linguistic and musical experience questionnaire (English translation)
Linguistic experience
1. What percentage of CATALAN do you use in your daily life?
2. Apart from CATALAN and SPANISH, which what language(s) do you speak?
3. Have you ever studied Japanese?
Musical experience
1. How many years of musical education have you ever received?
2. Do you play any instruments? If your answer is yes, answer 3. If not, move on to 4.
3. Which instrument(s) do you play?
4. How often do you sing or listen to music?
A. Every day
B. 5-6 days per week
C. 3-4 days per week
D. 1-2 days per week
E. Occasionally
F. Never
5. Which one of the following best describes you?
A. I’m a non-musician
B. I’m a music-loving non-musician
C. I’m an amateur musician
D. I’m a semi-professional musician
E. I’m a professional musician
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Appendix 3: French language proficiency test (Adapted from Alazard, 2013: 235)
1.Gided interview (5 minutes)
- Pouvez-vous vous présenter ?
- Depuis combien de temps êtes-vous àBarcelone? Pour combien de temps ?
- Pourquoi êtes-vous venus ici ?
- Quels sont vos projets pour la suite ?
- Pourquoi avez-vous choisi d’apprendre le français ?
2.Repetition of three phrases
- Il fait chaud.
- Il fait très chaud aujourd’hui.
- Qu’est ce qu’il fait chaud aujourd’hui, c’est étouffant.
3.Repetition of a nursury rhyme
- Fais dodo Cola mon petit frère
- Fais dodo t’auras du lolo
- Maman est en haut qui fait des gâteaux,
- Papa est en bas
- Qui fait du nougat.
4.Oral comprehension
Listen to an audio file of a dialogue or an interview adapted to the learners’ proficiency level. The questions are
as follows :
- De quel type de document s’agit-il ?
- Quel est le sujet de ce document ?
- Qui parle ?
- Pouvez-vous décrire les personnes ?
This part ends up with an open question asking learners to briefly summarize the main idea of the audio.
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